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HOUSEHOLD HINTS

LIMITED QUANTITY 7890095 COUNTRY WISDOM & KNOW-HOW: Everything You Need to Live off the Land. An immensely thorough and practical guide to simple living, detailing the ins and outs of more than 8,000 useful skills: attracting hummingbirds, growing blueberries, raising livestock, canning chairs, drawing maple syrup, making potpourri, farming blackberries, and much more. Well illus. 1061 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

1,001 COUNTRY HOME TIPS & TRICKS: Household Hints for Cleaning, Gardening, Cooking, Sewing, and More by Rose Quigg. A comprehensive collection of practical tips that covers all aspects of keeping a country home, from painting a wall to removing wine stains, making a mending kit, and moving a piece of furniture... 224 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $28.00 in color. $7.95

MARIÉ KONDO’S KURASHI AT HOME: Emulsify your ideal life, from the moment you wake up until the end of each day. Kondo’s unique suggestions empower you to embrace what you love and then reflect it in your home, activities, and relationships—creating a calm nook for writing and reflection, taking time each morning to make a simple breakfast and more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $28.00 in color. $19.95


THE ART OF DISCARDING: How to Get Rid of Clutter and Find Joy. By Nagisa Tanetsi. In this guide to living a calmer, more ordered life, Tanetsi teaches us how letting go of unwanted things will transform our day to day happiness. Offering practical advice and techniques to help readers learn to let go of stuff that is holding them back, as well as tips for organizing less in the first place. 167 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

MARTHA STEWART’S HOUSEKEEPING: The Definitive Guide to Home, Gardens, and Holidays by Martha Stewart. A comprehensive guide to everything you need to know in order to keep your home and the outside world... 288 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95


100 COUNTRY HOME UPDATES BEACH AND MOUNTAIN COTTAGES. By Jennifer McKnight-Trantz. Shares the projects that have transformed these beach and mountain cottages with new life. Fully illus. in color. 229 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

THE GERMAPTEA’S HANDBOOK: An Encyclopedic Survival Guide to a Germ-Infested World. Eliminate germs in the top 100 filthiest spots in your home and the outside world. Complete with clear, concise instructions and a rundown of essential cleaning tools, this handbook has everything you need to survive in a bacteria laden world. 240 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


FOXXIRE LIVING: Design, Recipes, and Lessons from the Magical Inn in the Catskills. By Fenoll Foxfire. Brings the dreamy, rustic, modern style that is the hallmark of this special place into any home. This guide is divided into chapters based on the phases of Metaphysics, allowing you to move through each element of the inn’s design and renovation process. The included recipes, projects, and tips bring Foxfire’s magic into your own home, inspiring you to live in color. 272 pages. Harper. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

COZY WHITE COTTAGE SEASONS: 100 Ways to Be Cozy All Year Long. By Liz Marie Galvan. Shares tips to make each season and many favorite holidays throughout the year cozy and special. Approaches the four seasons with simplicity and the five senses in mind, highlighting 100 ways to bring your environment into each season with welcoming decor and personal touches. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

THE ART OF THE ENGAGEMENT RING: The Ultimate Guide to Picking the Perfect Ring by John Balfour. The ultimate guide to choosing the perfect engagement ring... 240 pages. Abrams. 10 1/2x1 3/4. Pub. at $60.00 $29.95
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THE GERMAPTEA’S HANDBOOK: An Encyclopedic Survival Guide to a Germ-Infested World. Eliminate germs in the top 100 filthiest spots in your home and the outside world. Complete with clear, concise instructions and a rundown of essential cleaning tools, this handbook has everything you need to survive in a bacteria laden world. 240 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95
Woolworking

- **8785177** INTRINSIC WOODWORKING MADE EASY: 11 Projects to Build Your Skills and Save Square. Take your intrinsics skills to the next level in this skill-building collection of useful tips, techniques, and projects that are perfect for small spaces. No matter your experience. Presents 11 unique step by step projects and full-size patterns that range in difficulty. Well ill. in color. 151 pages. Fox Chapel. 8 5/8 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95

- **7773286** WOODWORKING WITH RESIN: Tips, Techniques, and Projects. By Clayton Meyers. Learn to use easy-to-resin in your small scale woodworking projects! From holiday ornaments to compound cut butterflies, a pine cone pen, a colored pencil bowl, and so much more. A treasure trove of inspiration and 13 skill-building projects to take your woodworking technique to the next level. Fully ill. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8 5/8 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $12.95


- **4900618** THE HAMMADE SKATEBOARD, REVISED: Design & Build a Custom Longboard, Cruiser, or Street Deck. By Mark Engler. 160 pages. Wire your own skateboard, you can create a singular deck that is perfectly tailored to your physical specs, skill level, and your own style. When you see your finished skateboard, you will be able to say you designed and built your own skateboard or an enthusiastic beginner, the detailed step by step photos and instructions will guide you through five projects. 188 pages. Cedar Lane. 8 x 10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

Do-It-Yourself Advice

- **495694X** SOLDERING AND BRAZING HANDBOOK FOR HOME MACHINISTS: Practical Advice for the Small Shop. By Tubal Cain. Thoroughly explains the processes, equipment, and materials required, as well as what happens in the typical job. Written to help you develop a deeper understanding. Also included are practical examples, test pieces, and organized data throughout, making this must-have resource extremely useful for anyone in the metalworking industry. Photos. 134 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**


- **2706504** BACKYARD FOUNDRY FOR HOME MACHINISTS, REVISED EDITION. By Terry Aspin. Thoroughly covers all facets of making a foundry at home. Describes how to build a clay mold, how to make a clay mold, how to make two vertical and horizontal casts, and how to make a core. Explains the processes, equipment, and materials required, as well as what happens in the typical job. Written to help you develop a deeper understanding. Also included are practical examples, test pieces, and organized data throughout, making this must-have resource extremely useful for anyone in the metalworking industry. Photos. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $31.99. **$22.99**

- **7744919** NATURAL HOUSEHOLD CLEANING, BILL-SAVING, BILL-PROOFING & FURS. By Phyllis Hobson. All you need to know about tools and chemicals, and the steps for fanning furred and fur, along with instructions and patterns for creating mitens, hats, vests, and other items from both leather and fur. Illus. 136 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

Legal Advice & the Legal System


- **1992368** THE COPYRIGHT GUIDE, FOURTH EDITION: How You Can Protect and Profit from Copyrights. By Lee Wilson. A must-have reference guide for anyone who creates or uses copyrighted materials. From simple explanations of how copyright law works to a wealth of information on the personal, financial, and legal implications of copyright, this newly updated work addresses the most important issues in copyright. 481 pages. MIT Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$5.95**

- **772750X** REPRESENT YOURSELF IN COURT, 11TH EDITION: Prepare & Try a Winning Civil Case. By P. Bergman & S. Berman. Many disputes are too big for small claims court but too small to justify a lawyer’s fee. Fortunately, you’re willing to learn and take your case, you can successfully handle your own case from start to finish. The guide breaks the pretrial and trial process down into easy to understand steps so you can win a civil court case. 576 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99. **$29.95**

- **7838050** THE FREEDOM BIBLE. By Ted Asarisi. Your A to Z guide to knowing your individual rights and seeking more control and freedom through everyday decisions. Examples include: Escape invasive technology, guard your privacy and free speech on social media, challenge government authority, avoid school board boycotts, and more. Ill. 276 pages. Skyhorse. **$21.95**

- **7740739** GETTING PERMISSION, 8TH EDITION: Using & Licensing Copyright-Protected Materials Online & Off. This easy to use work shows you how to get the rights you need, with step by step instructions and more than 30 forms. Find out when permission is required, who to ask, when (and how much) you can expect to pay, and more. 532 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99. **$26.95**

Legal Advice & the Legal System

- **7820178** MAKE YOUR OWN LIVING TRUST, 16TH EDITION. By Denis Clifford. Whether you are single or part of a couple, this guide explains how to prepare a trust that’s valid in your state. Learn whether a living trust is right for your family, how to keep control over trust property while you live; how to name beneficiaries to inherit your assets; and much more. 243 pages. Nolo. 8 x 10. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99. **$29.95**
Legal Advice & The Legal System

٧٠٠٥٠  NOLO'S DEPOSITION HANDBOOK, 6TH EDITION. By Paul Bergman. Explains how to prepare for the deposition, and respond to questions with confidence, and is packed with concrete suggestions and examples. An excellent resource for eyewitnesses, parties to a lawsuit, and law schools, and students. 418 pages. NOLO. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $34.99

٩٢٨٤٤٤ ESTATE PROTECTION HANDBOOK. Edited by John F. Schacht. THIS COMPLETE HANDBOOK will help you understand what you need to know about estate planning. It explains the law in plain language, and is packed with tools and checklists. 656 pages. NOLO. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $39.99


٧٥٨٤٤٨ MEDICARE & GOVERNMENT PENSIONS, 27TH EDITION. By Joseph Matthews. The rules that govern Social Security have changed. Find out if you can still choose between your own benefits and spousal benefits in this completely updated resource. 352 pages. Harriman House. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $29.99


٧٨٧٥٧٧٠  THE WALL STREET JOURNAL COMPLETE MONEY & INVESTING GUIDEBOOK. By Dave Kansas. Provides investors with a simple—but not simplistic—glimpse into the world of finance. Breaking down the basics of how to invest in stocks, bonds, and mutual funds, this guide explains how to invest in stocks, bonds, and mutual funds. 221 pages. Three Rivers. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $17.00

٨٧٨٤٠٥٨ ESSENTIAL PROSPERITY: The 14 Most Important Books on Wealth Ever Created. By Napoleon Hill. Hill includes transformative books from thought leaders and teachers whose work has changed the world, including, Acres of Diamonds by Russell Conwell, As a Man Thinketh by William J. Wordsworth, and More. 783 pages. St. Martin's. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $24.99

٨٥٤٦٠٩٣  ODDS ON YOUR SIDE. By Leonard D. Duboff et al. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $24.99


٨٧٣٣٠٣٧  HOW TO ATTRAECT MONEY. By Joseph Murphy. Filled with simple, powerful mindshifts, this book enables you to change how you approach your finances. By learning to accept that money is a solution, not a problem, that wealth is a state of consciousness, and that the universe is not designed to limit you, you’ll become keenly attuned to the investment environment as it changes. Filled with Mark’s insights you can master these recurring patterns. 323 pages. HMH. PUB. AT $24.00
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Ranging from basic (Sit, Shake Hands, Paws Up) to advanced concepts in training 30 different tricks. (Sit, Shake Hands, Paws Up) to advanced (Newspaper Delivery, Tidy Up Your Toys) and more. Color photos. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

1964550 DOGS. By David Alderton. A clear guide to over 300 dog breeds from around the world packed with photographs and detailed profiles. Prevention is always better than cure. A natural diet and a healthy lifestyle will help keep your dog at peak fitness. Photos. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


78330 HOW DOGS WORK: A Head-To-Tail Guide to Your Canine. By Daniel Tatarsky, illus. by D. Humphries. Do you walk your dog, or does your dog walk you? What is your dog saying when it barks? Find the answers to these questions and more in this sideways look at the canine kingdom. With facts and stats, it’s time to unlock your favorite companion’s secrets. Full-color illustrations. 160 pages. Dove Kindergarteners. Pub. at $11.95

197629X HEAL YOUR DOG THE NATURAL WAY. By Richard Alfport. A complete guide to how to help keep your dog healthy and how to treat any illnesses that occur with safe and natural methods of dog training and care. Prevention is always better than cure. A natural diet and a healthy lifestyle will help keep your dog at peak fitness. Photos. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

781242 LIVESTOCK GUARDIAN DOGS: An Illustrated Celebration. By Cat Urbigkit. Provides the best information on working livestock guardian dogs around the globe. Includes details on raising successful guardians, their behaviors, a discussion of breed and historic use, an assessment of numbers for various predator challenges, problems and benefits associated with guardian dogs, and more. Well illus., in color. 216 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


4980093 IN DOG WE TRUST: A Celebration of Those Who Never Let Us Down. By Mary Zia. A photographic tribute to the companions who wag their tails and fetch their way into our hearts. As you take a walk along these pages, you’ll find heartwarming outakes about four-legged heroes, including adorable photographs of pups that show the enthusiasm, loyalty, and loyalties of all great dogs. 186 pages. Castle Point. 10 x 8 1/2. Pub. at $24.99

1965191 DOG IS LOVE: Why and How Your Dog Loves You. By D.V. Wynne. Drawing on cutting-edge studies from his lab and others around the world, Dr. Wynne shows that affection is the very essence of dogs, from their faces and tails to their brains, hormones, and DNA. This book is revealing more about dogs’ unique origins, behavior, needs, and hidden depths than we possibly imagined. Drawings. 262 pages. HMH. Pub. at $31.95

7721862 THE YEAR OF THE PUPPY: How Dogs Become Themselves. By Alexandra Horowitz. What is it like to be a puppy? Horowitz tries to find out, spending a year chronicling her own daily routine and poring over the science of early dog development. She also draws from the ample research in the fields of dog and human development to draw analogies between a dog’s first year and the growing child—and note where they diverge. 306 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

7777747 A DOG’S DEVOTION: True Adventures of a K9 Search and Rescue Team. By S. Ellish & J.G. Mansfield. The story of a dedicated K9 and the scent of the dead from the scent of the living and who can detect long-buried bones. Readers will follow this intrepid K9 and her teammates as they face the challenges of changeable weather and deep northern forests. Photos. 286 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $28.95


4922484 A DOG NAMED BEAUTIFUL: A Marine, a Dog, and a Long Road Trip Home. By Rob Kugler. When U.S. Marine Rob Rugler has his lab Bella’s cancerous leg amputated, they pack their bags and hit the road. As they crisscross the country, Rob and Bella meet remarkable, life changing men and women who are quick to make friends with this incredible three legged dog. Join them on a journey full of inspiration, hope, love, tears, and laughs. Photos. Most in color. 256 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

7757697 MOLLY: The True Story of the Dog Who Rescues Lost Cats. By Colin Butcher. The heartwarming story of the man and dog team behind the United Kingdom Pet Detective Agency, revealing how the author, in need of a new pet, and the rescue of Molly, his dog, and how Molly in turn rescues many more beloved lost pets. This is more than a working relationship. Molly is part of the family. Photos. 307 pages. Flatiron and Facebook. Pub. at $22.99

7786999 LESSONS LEARNED FROM MY DOG. By Amy Newmark. What do we learn from our dogs? Everything! Enjoy a wide variety of entertaining and uplifting stories about our protectors, our role models, and our best friends. 340 pages. Chicken Soup for the Soul. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

4843906 SORRY I SLEPT ON YOUR FACE. By Jeremy Greenberg. A collection of adorably funny and heartfelt stories shared by owners through hilarious letters that capture the trademark feline quirks that both confound and entertain their feline friends. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel.

7858256 PUSHEEN POSTCARD BOOK. By Claire Belton. Pusheen the cat! Includes 22 postcards (two each with space on the back for your message. Fully illus.
Martial Arts

- **★4649079 BRUCE LEE JEET KUNE DO: A Comprehensive Guide to Bruce Lee’s Martial Way.** Ed. by John Little. This landmark edition serves as a more complete presentation of Bruce Lee’s notes on his art of jeet kune do. The development of his unique martial art forms, its principles, core techniques, and lesson plans are presented here in Lee’s own words, and feature Lee’s illustrative sketches along with photographs demonstrating his moves. 580 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **★7685389 72 CONSUMATE ARTS OF THE SHAOLIN TEMPLE.** Compiled by Wu Jiarming. Collects and collates the Seventy-two consumate arts with the explanations and key points. There are attached figures, secret recipes and acupoints as well. Fully illus. 264 pages. Book Publisher. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **★7685351 CLASSICAL PA KUA CHANG FIGHTING SYSTEMS AND WEAPONS.** By J.A. Johnson & J. Crandall. Focuses on 11 different schools and nine of their weapons systems. The book’s detailed attention to the intricate Pa Kua forms, is mandatory for the serious Pa Kua practitioner. Fully illus. 188 pages. Ching Lung Martial Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

- **★7685312 BEAR FIST: 100 Techniques of Chinese Boxing.** By Zhao Sheng et al. Based on a study of Shifu Yang’s instructional guides for bear fist training. Describes 100 different techniques, including 96 original bear fist techniques, and includes a wealth of information on the history and development of the art. 258 pages. Citadel. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95

- **★7685485 SHAOLIN TEN-ANIMAL FORM OF KWAN TAK HING.** By Leung Ting. Demonstrates the most famous ten-animal form and applications in details. The ten animals consist of Dragon, Snake, Tiger, Leopard, Crane, Lion, Elephant, Horse, Monkey, and Bear. Photos. 208 pages. Leung Ting Co. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


- **★7685390 THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SHOTOKAN KARATE, REVISED EDITION.** By John van Weenen. The most popular style of traditional karate-Kyokushinkai in the world today. This work is chock full of information. Learn moves such as Shuto Uchi, Haito Uchi, Mikazuki Geri, and more. Photos. 336 pages. Transatlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **★7685383 ELEMENTARY SOUTHERN BOXING: A boxing series composed of the superior boxing techniques of the Southern Boxing for beginners to start their elementary course in the series. Consists of illustrations with written explanations so beginners can learn to practice the series for themselves according to the illustrations. 93 pages. Shanghai Book Co. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**


- **★7685297 THE KUK KI WON’S TAE KWON DO: From White Belt to Black Belt.** By Daeshik Kim. Photos with illus. 256 pages. NAMAN. **SOLD OUT**

- **★7685294 BOXING.** By Zhao Sheng et al. A study of the boxing series composed of the superb boxing techniques of the Southern Boxing for beginners to start their elementary course in the series. Consists of illustrations with written explanations so beginners can learn to practice the series for themselves according to the illustrations. 93 pages. Shanghai Book Co. Paperback. Pub. at $2.95


Travel

- **★77269X THE INNOCENTS ABROAD.** By Mark Twain. In one of the greatest travel accounts of all time, Mark Twain vividly describes his 1867 voyage through Europe and the Holy Land in the retired Civil War ship the Quaker City with a group of fellow Americans. 560 pages. Architus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

- **★4983585 THE IMPROBABLE VOYAGE.** By Iristan Jones. A 2,307 mile journey across Europe in an ocean-going trimaran by a master sailor and storyteller, from the North Sea to the Black Sea via the Rhine and Danube—sometimes hauled and trucked—during one of the most severe winters on record. 332 pages. Sheridan House. Paperback. Pub. at $16.50

- **★782138 CUBA: The Sights, Sounds, Flavors, and Faces.** Text by Francois Missen. Embark on a 10 day journey of the breathtaking island through these spectacular photographs showcasing Cuba’s scenery—landscapes, cityscapes, seascapes, and more. The included personal stories accentuate the struggle, strength, and heart of the Cuban people. 272 pages. BlackDog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

- **★7797621 THE BORDER: A Journey Around Russia.** By Erika Fatland. Gets to the heart of history and people. We follow Fatland on her journey, we experience the colorful, exciting, and often unbelievable true histories of these bordering nations along with their cultures, their people, and their landscapes. 16 pages of color photos. 612 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95
**775216 TRAVELS WITH A WRITING BRUSH: Classical Japanese Travel Writing from the Manyoshu to Basho.** Selected by Meredith McKinney. A rich and exquisite anthology that illuminates Japanese travel over a thousand years. Discover a realm of travel writing underreamed by the rich literary tradition extending through a thousand years and more, whose individual works together weave a dense and beautiful bouquet of repeated patterns and motifs. 349 pages. Foreign. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**7755681 100 THINGS TO SEE IN THE NATIONAL PARKS: Your Guide to the Most Popular Features of the U.S. National Parks.** By Stéphanie Payne. Gives you a clear idea of what’s most interesting, unique, and awe-inspiring things at each of the sixty-three national parks throughout the United States, including the most scenic drives, the best viewpoints, and the key species. 128 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

**780295 THE ART OF PATIENCE: Seeking the Snow Leopard in Tibet.** By Sylvain Tesson. A celebration of the power and grace of the wild, and a requiem for the world’s vanishing places, this is a revelatory account of the communion between nature and the human heart. Tesson has written a masterpiece on the relationship between man and beast in prose as sublime as the wilderness that inspired it. 195 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00


**787864Z LIGHTHOUSES OF THE SOUTHERN STATES: From Chesapeake Bay to Cape Florida.** By Ray Jones. The classic guide to the most significant lighthouses in Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida. Through stirring historical accounts, this book illuminates more than 35 lighthouses come alive in vivid detail. Fully illus. 114 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**78786422 ISLAND WISDOM: Hawaiian Traditions and Practices for a Meaningful Life.** By K. Daines & A. D. Ayliffe. An inspirational and rewarding journey through traditional Hawaiian teachings that have been practiced for centuries, from how to prepare poi (live a balanced life) to how to find your aina (preserve and protect the land). Filled with the voices and guidance of Hawaiian elders, this book illuminates ancient traditions that is a celebration of Hawaiian culture, language and values. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**7872698 THE LITTLE BOOK OF JAPANESE LIVING.** By Yutaka Yazawa. The story of the rising sun has to teach you with this pocket insider’s guide. Enjoy insights, ideas and inspiration to help you experience the very best of Japanese design, cooking, philosophy and culture. Fully illus. 160 pages. Lion. Pub. at $15.99

**78786506 A WALK THROUGH PARIS: A Radical Exploration.** By Eric Hazan. Weaving historical anecdotes, geographical observations, and literary references, Hazan’s walk guides us through an unknown Paris. With the aid of maps, he delineates the most fascinating and forgotten parts of the city’s past and present, illustrating the interplay between a city and the personality of its inhabitants. Illus. 198 pages. Verso. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**78863006 PARIS: Secret Gardens, Hidden Places, and Stories of the City of Light.** By Mary McVicille. This multilayered exploration of the capital and its environs that takes the reader into secret and hidden places, even in the midst of the most well-known Parisian destinations. McVicille’s hidden places can be found in converted factories, secret museums, a fascinating place, and story lead to another, each linked.

**787354 PARIS AND HER CATHEDRALS.** By R. Howard Bloch. Six of the most sublime cathedrals in the orbit of Paris are illuminated in magnificent detail as Bloch takes the reader on a High Middle Ages tour of the devastating fire that set Notre-Dame ablaze in 1999, traces the evolution of each in turn. Photos. 342 pages. Livret. Paperback. Pub. at $32.50

**7879299 LIVING MAPS: An Atlas of Cities Personified.** By Adam Dant. Travel as you have never traveled before, and revel in the details that define urban life. By laying bare the bone, muscle, and sinew of cities, these maps reveal the unique spirit of each and shed light on the strange and marvelous ways in which humans interact with the places they call home. Fully illus. 128 pages. Chronicle. ISBN: 978-1-4532-7594-2

**78708055 CHINA: Seen Through a Photographer’s Eyes.** By Christoffer疑. From cafe culture in Montreal and Toronto to whale-watching in the Pacific and the perilous ice roads of the North, the latest in a series of popular guidebooks for travel enthusiasts. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Amber. ISBN: 1118/10.4

**78784010 CANADA: From the Great Lakes to the Arctic Circle.** By Norah Myers. From cafe culture in Montreal and Toronto to whale-watching in the Pacific and the perilous ice roads of the North, the latest in a series of popular guidebooks for travel enthusiasts. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Amber. ISBN: 1118/10.4

**7784977 TRAVELS WITH A WRITING BRUSH: Classical Japanese Travel Writing from the Manyoshu to Basho.** Selected by Meredith McKinney. A rich and exquisite anthology that illuminates Japanese travel over a thousand years. Discover a realm of travel writing underreamed by the rich literary tradition extending through a thousand years and more, whose individual works together weave a dense and beautiful bouquet of repeated patterns and motifs. 349 pages. Foreign. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00
Travel

**77522 SIEGE OF EUROPE: 70 Charming Places Away from the Crowd.** By Daniel Kufstein, Lugano, Wroclaw are all charming, and all but hidden. Urban beauties of Europe, where you can stroll without a crowd. Divided by region–central, western, southern and southeastern Europe, and north and eastern Europe—this guide will help you choose your next getaway away from the crowds. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x12¾.

**783202 WRITING ACROSS THE LANDSCAPE: Travel Journals 1960-2010.** By Lawrence Ferlinghetti. Selected from mostly unpublished notebooks, these pages present another side of the celebrated poet—elegant, unrestrained, and more for a transformative social, cultural, and literary history. Illus. in color. 164 pages. CarlsonKids. 10¾x13½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**779216 DETROIT IN 50 MAPS.** By Alex B. Hill. Deconstructs the Motor City in surprising new ways: follow the Indigenous pathways and trade routes that formed Detroit's major thoroughfares; track the waterways that became canals. Maps have opened and closed; discover the areas with the highest concentrations of pizzerias, Conveyor Island hot dog shops, or ring-neck pheasants; and more. Well illus. in color. 141 pages. Belt Publishing. Pub. at $30.00

**779214X CLEVELAND IN 50 MAPS.** Ed. by Dan Crissman. Deconstructs the Forest City in surprising new ways. Follow the changing locations of rock, pop, and jazz music venues, and commuter rail lines over time. Find out which local high schools produce the most NFL players and which locations the major presidential candidates visited in 2016. In each colorful map, you'll find a new perspective on one of America's most misunderstood cities. 111 pages. Belt Publishing. Pub. at $30.00

**71971811 THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING: Stories from the Flight Deck.** By Doug Morris. From everyone from frequent fliers to aviators to butlers, From commercial to private, Captain Morris tells you everything you need to know about flying. This is the A to Z of air travel with a twist of humor. The flight deck will always be closed, but Morris exposes the unique inner workings of the cockpit. Well illus. in color. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**78736471 SAILING BY STARLIGHT: The Remarkable Story of Globe Star.** By Rod Scher. Marvin Creamer set out to do what hadn't been done for 1,000 years: he and his crew sailed 24,000 miles around the world with just the sun and stars to guide them. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Sheridan House. Pub. at $29.95

**7818343 IN THE ADIRONDACKS: Dispatches from the Largest Park in the Lower 48.** By Matt Dallos. Binds literally hundreds of immersive travel memories to explore the Adirondacks, which captivated Dallos’s childhood imagination while presenting a compelling and entertaining story about the land and people of the Adirondacks of America. The result is a meandering journey through the region’s bogs and lakes and boreal forests and the lives of residents and tourists. Photos. Some in color. 215 pages. Empire State Editions. Pub. at $29.95

**7820224 FOUND IN TRANSLATION: The Unexpected Origins of Place Names.** By Colleen Prose. Travels the tangled threads of history and etymology to uncover the strange, intriguing and enlightening stories that have shaped the names of countries around the world. Learn about “Hippopotamus,” or Mali and sail to the “Land of Frizzy Haired Men” in Papua New Guinea. 269 pages. Chambers. Pub. at $19.99


**7700113 BEYOND POSSIBLE: One Soldier, Fourteen Peaks—My Life in the Death Zone.** By Nirmal Purja. 16 pages of color photos, 305 pages. Hodder. Paperbound. $3.95

**7758367 ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK: The First 100 Years.** By Mary Woman Younger Forchino. 10¾x12½. Paperbound. $3.95

**9422794 SICILIAN ODYSSEY.** By Francine Prose. 186 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $20.00


**7726364 YELLOWSTONE: 150 Years as America’s Greatest National Park.** By Lew Freedman. Well illus. in color. 217 pages. Workman. Paperbound. $11.95


**7799339 THE MONGOL DEATH WORM.** By Pat Spain. 127 Pages. 6th Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**4946782 EXTRAORDINARY VOYAGES.** By Louis Vuitton. 447 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $75.00

**7771101 A LITTLE BIGFOOT: On the Hunt for the World’s Last Bigfoot.** By Christopher P Baker. Charting your trip, a rich overview of Costa Rica’s history and how to travel the way you want to. Readers will discover why the traditional way of planning vacations undercuts our ability to enjoy them, and how a new strategy can lead to cheaper, more enjoyable trips. Can you even enjoy flights that have to be inconvenient flights, steps you can take to get a good, fair, and cheap. 284 pages. Harpur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**7756550 THE PENDLETON FIELD GUIDE TO CAMPING.** By Pendleton Woolen Mills. This timeless camping companion includes a brief history of America’s national parks, helpful checklists of camping essentials, and how-to’s for pitching a tent, starting a fire, and brewing a delicious cup of coffee in the woods. 192 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95

**7801459 COSTA RICA, FIFTH EDITION: Know the Land, Love the Traveler.** By Christopher P Baker. Charting your trip, a rich overview of Costa Rica’s history and how to travel the way you want to. Readers will discover why the traditional way of planning vacations undercuts our ability to enjoy them, and how a new strategy can lead to cheaper, more enjoyable trips. Can you even enjoy flights that have to be inconvenient flights, steps you can take to get a good, fair, and cheap. 284 pages. Harpur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**783703X COLLINS HANDY ROAD ATLAS SCOTLAND.** By John Geogic. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**100 THINGS TO DO IN AMERICA BEFORE YOU DIE.** By Bill Clevenger. From sipping on southern iced tea to standing where the Wright Brothers tested their first “flying machine,” each experience makes up an important piece of our American story. You’ll find an enlightening mix of foods, places, people, art, food, sports, and even places to cross off your selfie bucket list. Photos, some in color. 174 pages. Reedy Press. Pub. at $19.95

**7802499 RVING: Outdoor Adventure Guides.** By E. Peter & A. Maher. Fully illustrated and packed with planning and carrying out fun and exciting RV vacations to remember, this helpful guide offers advice on taking successful test-drives and getting to know the manufacturer on operating and maintaining your RV’s electrical and LP systems, and troubleshooting tips. Illus. 329 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
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**7710533 UKRAINE: Culture Smart!** By Ania Shvchenko. An illuminating and practical guide to Ukrainian culture and society. Includes: local customs and traditions, the impact of history, religion, and politics; Ukrainians at home, work, and play; eating and drinking, dos, don’ts, and taboos; communication, spoken and unspoken; and more. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperback at $12.99 $9.95

**7848757 YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE: A Lifetime of Experiences for the Explorer in All of Us.** By Ann Abeil et al. Seize the day! Superb photographic landscape photos plus more than 500 ideas with spectacular photography, illuminating maps and beautiful illustration, this work will inspire you to plan a lifetime of adventures. Illus. 336 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback at $24.99 $17.95

**7127427 WHERE SHOULD WE CAMP NEXT? A 50-State Guide to Amazing Campgrounds and Other Unique Outdoor Accommodations.** By Stephanie & Jeremy Puglisi. The ultimate guide to camping. It offers planning highlights of regional cuisine, must-see attractions, and unforgettable activities. Whether you’re planning a family camping trip or a romantic couple’s getaway, this reference is your gateway to making memories with your friends and family. 350 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback at $18.99 $13.95

**7838667 FODOR’S ESSENTIAL NORWAY, 2ND EDITION.** By Ann-Mari Gregersen et al. Ultimate experience guide to the top things to see and do. Convenient itineraries to maximize your time and practical tips that go beyond the standard advice. Unmissable sights from the fjords to the northern lights and more. Fully illustrated with color photos. 352 pages. Fodor’s. Paperback at $22.99 $17.95

**7829793 SECRETS OF GRAND CANYON, 6TH EDITION.** By Carolyn Wyman. Profiles 50 of the best camping and hiking trails. Includes detailed maps and photos. 505 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback at $12.95 $9.95

**7823220 BOOKED: A Traveler’s Guide to Literary Locations Around the World.** By Richard Keitner. Books transport readers to places they have never been, allowing them to travel in their minds around the world. To help you plan a curious traveler’s trip, in beloved works of literature, Keitner explains the importance of each literary landmark, and includes practical travel advice such as addresses, websites, and phone numbers. 226 Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback at $19.99 $14.95

**778410X OKINAWA AND THE RYUKYU ISLANDS, REVISED: The First Comprehensive Guide to the Entire Ryukyu Island Chain.** By Robert Walker. A guide to the 150-island chain stretching 600 miles from Japan to Taiwan. Walker has explored them for decades and tells you where to go, how to get there, where to stay and what to do and see. All the information you’ll need and it includes a large pull-out map. Color photos. 288 pages. Tuttle. Paperback at $24.99 $17.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 7732729 GREAT AMERICAN ROAD TRIPS: Best of 50 States.** By the eds. of Reader’s Digest. From iconic landmarks to small-town treasures, every state has a story, a road that opens up the curious traveler’s imagination to explore the unique beauty and history of all 50 states through firsthand stories and insider travel tips. Color photos. 192 pages. Trusted Media Brands, 8x10. Belt Publishing. Paperback at $19.99 $14.95

**7842829 BUCKFALO IN 50 MAPS.** By Vicky Johnson-Dahl. Offers a new look at both the past and present of North America’s Great Lakes. Through maps and insightful commentary, you’ll discover the history of the city’s championships, grandstand sporting events and games, and a variety of activities and experiences, such as addresses, websites, and phone numbers. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9x11x0.4. $29.95

**7808852 BUFFALO IN 50 MAPS.** By Vicky Johnson-Dahl. Offers a new look at both the past and present of North America’s Great Lakes. Through maps and insightful commentary, you’ll discover the history of the city’s championships, grandstand sporting events and games, and a variety of activities and experiences, such as addresses, websites, and phone numbers. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9x11x0.4. $29.95

**7857954 EUROPE BY TRAIN, RIVER, AND CANAL.** By Scott McNeely. This action-packed guide is bursting with inspiring ideas to try the scenic train road trip, and more. Full of great train trips and epic adventures, crossing continent and country’s most exciting destinations. Through revealing, insightful text and illuminating maps and beautiful illustration, this work will inspire you to plan a lifetime of adventure. Includes expert advice, clear maps, insider tips, and practical information. You’ll discover culture, history, natural wonders and must-see destinations and introduce you to plenty of fun experiences. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback at $22.95 $17.95

**7816051 EXPLORING THE GREAT AMERICAN EAST COAST: From the Emerald Northwest to Miami’s Biscayne Jewel and Beyond.** By Doug Alderson. Learn about the cultural, natural, and historical differences among the different regions of Florida’s coast. From the emerald waters of Pensacola to the man-made islands and amazing skyline of Miami’s Biscayne Bay, readers interested in exploring all areas of Florida will find everything they need to know in this book. Includes expert advice, clear maps, insider tips, and practical information. You’ll discover culture, history, natural wonders and must-see destinations and introduce you to plenty of fun experiences. 336 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback at $17.95 $12.95

**7818939 DISCOVERING FLORIDA’S COAST: From the Emerald Northwest to Miami’s Biscayne Jewel and Beyond.** By Doug Alderson. Learn about the cultural, natural, and historical differences among the different regions of Florida’s coast. From the emerald waters of Pensacola to the man-made islands and amazing skyline of Miami’s Biscayne Bay, readers interested in exploring all areas of Florida will find everything they need to know in this book. Includes expert advice, clear maps, insider tips, and practical information. You’ll discover culture, history, natural wonders and must-see destinations and introduce you to plenty of fun experiences. 336 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback at $17.95 $12.95

**7853742 THE GREAT CLAM CAKE AND FRITTER GUIDE: Why We Love Them, How to Make Them, And Where to Find Them from Maine to Virginia.** By Carolyn Wyman. Profiles 50 of the best clam cake and fritter making restaurants and stands, and details the most significant artistic and event tributes to this food, including Family Guy episodes, Don Bouquet cartoons, and a Pulitzer Prize-winning short story, among others. Plus 20 recipe for clam cakes, fritters, and both oddball and traditional accompaniments. 125 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback at $21.95 $16.95

**7800118 MOON WYOMING: With Yellowstone & Grand Teton National Parks.** By Carter G. Walker. Wyoming’s landscape is teeming with wildlife, rich with history, and filled with adventure, all beneath an endless sky. Includes advice on outdoor recreation, planning scenic road trips, exploring great places and honoring Indigenous culture and history, and take a ranch vacation. Illus. in color. 304 pages. Moon. Paperback at $17.95 $12.95

**7823219 MONTANA, SECOND EDITION.** By Carter G. Walker. As vast as the big sky that blankets it, Montana’s landscape is teeming with wildlife, rich with history, and filled with adventure. Get advice on outdoor recreation, plan a scenic road trip, spot wildlife, celebrate and honor Indigenous culture and history, and take a ranch vacation. Illus. in color. 432 pages. Moon. Paperback at $22.95 $16.95

**7768971 PHILIPPINES: An Unforgettable Journey.** By Andrzej Majewski. This work is bursting with inspiring ideas to try the scenic train road trip, and more. Full of great train trips and epic adventures, crossing continent and country’s most exciting destinations. Through revealing, insightful text and illuminating maps and beautiful illustration, this work will inspire you to plan a lifetime of adventure. Includes expert advice, clear maps, insider tips, and practical information. You’ll discover culture, history, natural wonders and must-see destinations and introduce you to plenty of fun experiences. 336 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback at $28.00 $22.00

**7848856 GREECE, 5TH EDITION.** By Nicky J. and Paul S.asson. Showcases 60 of Italy’s off the beaten path towns and villages—some of which are only a short drive from the more popular destinations. Includes expert advice, clear maps, insider tips, and practical information. You’ll discover culture, history, natural wonders and must-see destinations and introduce you to plenty of fun experiences. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback at $28.00 $22.00


**7842498 TAKOY JAPAN: The Fascinating World of Japanese Manga, Anime, Gaming, Cosplay, Toys, Idols and More!** By Gianni Simone. Are you crazy about Japanese manga, anime, gaming, cosplay, toys and idols? If so, this guide is for you. Whether you’re planning a trip to Japan or you just want to know more about Japanese culture, you’ll be transported to the global capital of Japanese cool! Hundreds of iconic shops, restaurants, cafes and museums across Japan are described with precise directions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Tutte. Paperback at $16.95 $14.95

**7847359 POLAND: DK Eyewitness.** By Carlos Canal Huarte. This guide brings Poland to life, transporting you there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights, trusted travel advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see sights, and includes photos on practically every page. This is the place where you will place you inside the country’s iconic buildings and neighborhoods. 336 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback at $24.99 $17.95

**7822677 MOON YELLOWSTONE TO GLACIER NATIONAL PARK ROAD TRIP.** By Carolyn Wyman. Yellowstone, Glacier, and the wide-open country, Yellowstone, Grand Teton, and Glacier National Parks are quintessential road trip destinations. Choose your itinerary: drive the scenic roads, explore spectacular short hiking getaways. Keep an eye out for bears, bison, and wolves. See geysers and glaciers, hit the trail, and more. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Moon. Paperback at $22.95 $17.95

**7850891 FODOR’S ESSENTIAL ICELAND, 2ND EDITION.** By Carolyn Bain et al. Ultimate experience guide to the top things to see and do. Convenient itineraries to maximize your time with practical tips that go beyond the standard advice. Unmissable sights from the distant highlands to the Blue Lagoon and more. Well illus. in color. 336 pages. Fodor’s. Paperback at $21.99 $16.95
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**Puzzles & Games**

**8781808** 10-MINUTE BRAIN GAMES: Visual Thinking. By Gareth Moore. Put your brain to the test and have some fun with these timed brain games that challenge your visual awareness, stimulate your creative thinking, and boost your ability to solve problems in a variety of exciting ways. Solutions included. Fully illus. 192 pages. Imagin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**7791119** GO FUN! Big Book of Mazes 2. Can you help the knight find his castle? Or lead the scientist to his run-away robot? Have fun with more than 100 entertaining mazes. Stuffed full of clever and cunning challenges, this collection of logic puzzles for adults is perfect for puzzlers looking to prove (and improve) their skill. Solutions included. 176 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**7854536** TRICKY LOGIC PUZZLES FOR ADULTS: 130 + Difficult Puzzles to Challenge Your Brain. By Steven Cottitz. It's time to challenge your mind to think outside the box! Stuffed full of clever and cunning challenges, this collection of logic puzzles for adults is perfect for puzzlers looking to prove (and improve) their skill. Solutions included. 144 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**8747602** WILL SHORTZ PRESENTS SNOW DAY SUDOKU. Get cozy with your favorite puzzle! This collection contains 200 challenging sudoku puzzles with big grids for easy solving. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**8655988** MYSTIFYING MIND BENDERS: Over 100 Cunning Riddles, Puzzles & Mysteries to Solve. By Erwin Brecher. A tantalizing collection of over 100 mental challenges ranging from the seemingly simple to the almost impossible. Solutions included. 144 pages. Carlson. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**8654822** INGENIOUS ULTIMATE CODEWORDS. By Ben Addler. Can you crack the codes in these ingenious puzzles? With more than 250 crosswordese puzzles to try, you can really put your skills to the test. In each puzzle you will be asked to decipher which number within the grid represents each letter of the alphabet, thereby revealing the words hidden within. Solutions included. 144 pages. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**87821190** CHESS LESSONS FROM A CHAMPION COACH. By Thomas Engel. Gives students the most important chess principles and concepts by following a study plan based on key encounters by over 30 great players. Illus. 320 pages. Baltoft. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**8773334** THE GAME MASTER’S BATTLE SONGS: DRAGONS. By Aaron Hubrich et al. Featuring more than two dozen high-challenge dragons with unique abilities, lair actions, goals and strategies as well as encounter suggestions for each, plus new dragon statistics, class and race options, dragon economies, magic items and more. This work is more than just a tome of terrifying creatures: it’s a complete manual and campaign guide in one. Illus. 15 colors. 240 pages. Media Lab. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**872035X** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS THE LEGEND OF DRIZZT VISUAL DICTIONARY. By Michael Witwer. Born into a world of evil creatures and strange magic, Drizzt Od’Urden seems doomed to a lifetime of villainy in the service of an evil god. Instead, he rejects the ways of his people and becomes a hero who protects the helpless and fights malevolent enemies to keep the world from sliding into complete chaos. Illus. in color. 200 pages. Media Lab. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

**8784954** HOW MAGICIANS THINK: Misdirection, Deception, and Why Magic Matters. By Joshua Jay. Jay brings us inside to reveal the artistry and obsessiveness, esoteric history, and long whispered about traditions of a subject shrouded in mystery. Brings you right into the mind of the magicians so you can see how they deceive their audience, their oddlyworldly skills, conjure up illusions, and leave the rest of us slack jawed with delight. Hardcover. 64 pages. Workman. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**7776187** MAGIC: The Greatest Magic and Illusions of All Time. By Jay Annelli. Encore series. SPANISH. The major new overview and guide to the history of magic, its secrets, and how it works. The first book to reveal the artistry and obsessiveness, esoteric history, and long whispered about traditions of a subject shrouded in mystery. Brings you right into the mind of the magicians so you can see how they deceive their audience, their oddlyworldly skills, conjure up illusions, and leave the rest of us slack jawed with delight. Hardcover. 64 pages. Workman. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95


**39742** THE NEW YORK TIMES THE ULTIMATE BRAIN TEASER CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK FOR ADULTS: Engaging Puzzles to Improve Memory and Cognitive Function. Ed. by Kelly Koester. Crossword puzzles are a powerful and entertaining tool for improving the pleasure of unfamiliar word games. There are three levels of difficulty, fun themes, and clever clues focused on familiar words, this is the perfect collection of crosswords for anyone interested in giving their brain a workout. Solutions included. 114 pages. Callisto. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**761382** THE NEW YORK TIMES KICK BACK AND CROSSWORD. Ed. by Will Shortz. Features 200 very hard crossword puzzles. The New York Times crosswords is the perfect activity to de-stress after a long week. Kick back and put your feet up as you solve puzzles that increase in difficulty each week. Included: 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95


**491137X** THE NEW YORK TIMES TRULY TIGHT CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the handiest of the week, and this value-packed collection has 200 of them. If you crave a challenge, you’ve met your match. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


**772508** THE NEW YORK TIMES TAKE IT WITH YOU FRIDAY CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Features 200 difficult puzzles. Each page is perforated for easy removal so you can take it with you. Includes solutions. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**772510** THE NEW YORK TIMES TAKE IT WITH YOU THURSDAY CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Features 200 medium puzzles. Each page is perforated for easy removal so you can take it with you. Includes solutions. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**784179** THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO TOUGH CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 6. Ed. by Will Shortz. Serious solvers know that the puzzles in The New York Times get harder as the week goes on. From an easy Monday to a downright difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge you with each passing day. Can you make it all the way to the end of the week? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

**1972014** DELIGHTFUL MANDALA WORDSEARCH. You will find captivating and beautiful mandala images just waiting to be colored. You will love the relaxing, accessible definition for every single term included in the collection. With 112 puzzles and 2,688 definitions, you can combine a relaxing, engaging activity with the training that comes from building your vocabulary. Solutions included. 225 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**785092** 150 BIBLE CROSSWORDS WITHOUT CLUES. Includes over 144 puzzles featuring an intersecting grid with 26 missing letters—one each from A through Z. To reduce confusion, solutions included. You’ll find crossing letters into the particular spots where they will work—it’s something like a letter-based Sudoku game! Solutions included. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95


**7861901** THE NEW YORK TIMES KICK BACK AND CROSSWORD. Ed. by Will Shortz. Features 200 very hard crossword puzzles. The New York Times crosswords is the perfect activity to de-stress after a long week. Kick back and put your feet up as you solve puzzles that increase in difficulty each week. Included: 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95


**7841795** THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO TOUGH CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 5. Ed. by Will Shortz. Serious solvers know that the puzzles in The New York Times get harder as the week goes on. From an easy Monday to a downright difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge you with each passing day. Can you make it all the way to the end of the week? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

**767977** “THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO TOUGH CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. From an easy Monday to a downright difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge you with each passing day. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95
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THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 11. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 7860999 THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORDS VOLUME 9. Ed. by Will Shortz. The New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 12. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 13. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 14. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 15. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99


THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMNIBUS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Includes 300 of its most challenging puzzles, featuring a collection of 60 puzzles from each of the last six months, from January through June. Solutions included. 368 pages. Adams Media. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMNIBUS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Collects 300 of its most challenging puzzles, featuring a collection of 60 puzzles from each of the last six months, from January through June. Solutions included. 368 pages. Adams Media. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 3. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 5. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 6. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 7. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 8. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 9. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 10. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 11. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 12. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 13. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 14. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 15. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 16. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Saturday New York Times crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¾x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99
**Limited Quantity** 7858493 Extra Large Print Word Search. LARGE PRINT ED. in this collection are designed to be enjoyed by everyone, including those who struggle to read regular print. The words and letters are in a giant sized font, so they are extremely easy to read. Solutions included. Sirius 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $1.19. **SOLD OUT**

**7866830 Large Print Stars and Stripes Word Search.** Ed. by Angela Garcia. LARGE PRINT ED. Explore America’s history, culture, and geography within each puzzle and enjoy memorable quotes from famous Americans, including Abraham Lincoln, Rosa Parks, and Robert Frost. Solutions included. 126 pages. Thunder Bay. 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99. $9.95

**9784945 Large Print Awesomeness Word Search.** Ed. by Julie Chapa. LARGE PRINT ED. Boost your brainpower with more than 200 word search puzzles. Whether you’re at home or on the go, enjoy an activity loved by readers of all ages. Solutions included. 210 pages. Thunder Bay. 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. **SOLD OUT**

**7855845 Extra Large Print Inspirational Word Search.** Vol. 1. Ed. by Angela Garcia. LARGE PRINT ED. If you enjoy word search puzzles, this volume of 100 inspirational themes is sure to provide hours of uplifting entertainment. Each puzzle features easy to read type that will challenge your observation skills, but not your eyes. Solutions included. 100 pages. Thunder Bay. 7x9/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95

**7842228 Bible Trivia 2-in-1.** For matching questions, you will be given a “match word” identifying a person, place, or thing. In the “match group” of three possibilities—though they’re all believable, only one is true! “Connect the thoughts” questions provide three seemingly unrelated terms, and you’ll need to provide the common idea that links them. Solutions included. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **SOLD OUT**

**7864078 Uncle John’s New & Improved Birefs.** By Bathroom Readers’ Institute. This little volume includes the most entertaining, myth-busting, and truth-proving information on all fashions and fads—the things you didn’t know you didn’t know. There is something for everyone and every occasion, from Herbert Hoover’s pet alligators to a recorded boat of hiccups. 350 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**785837X The Ultimate Book of PUB TRIVIA by the Smartest Guy in the Bar.** By Austin Rogers. The complete reference and survival guide for the only entertaining trivia night, whether you’re hanging out with friends and family, spicing up a party, or hosting an official event at your local pub. Features over 300 rounds of ten-question quizzes. 352 pages. Warner. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99. $19.95

**7851537 Take Me to Your Leader: Weird Facts, Bizarre Stories, and Life’s Oddities.** By Ian Harrison. An irreverent, sideways look at the many bizarre curiosities about our sometimes alien planet—from why humans occasionally burst into flames to how to walk on water. Every page reveals a host of fascinating facts and curiosities that will surprise and delight even the most ardent trivia enthusiast. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

**2999994 Uncle John’s Factastic Bathroom Reader, 28th Edition.** By Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Here are more than 500 absorbing pages showing everything from history to odd news. Read about: The origin of 3-D printing; Who stole Yete’s finger; Drunken monkeys and other beastly tales; Stomach bugs in pubescence; and much more. SHOPWORK, 510 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**7850398 The New York Times Large-Print Crosswords.** Ed. by Will Shortz. LARGE PRINT ED. Easy on the eyes, challenging for the mind! Celebrate your puzzling prowess with 120 large-print New York Times crosswords that increase in difficulty as you go. Solutions included. 120 pages. St. Martin’s. 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**4695291 Wombats Poop Cubes.** By Katie Adams. Encounter some of the most unbelievable, entertaining, and no-fuss-facts of the universe! Even extraordinary ideas jump into just three words, so fill your brain with memorable gems of truth to learn hundreds of new things and become an unstoppable trivia pro. 256 pages. Castle Point. 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **SOLD OUT**

**7854471 Limited Edition Easy Word Search for Seniors.** Ed. by Kelly Koester. LARGE PRINT ED. What’s the best way to keep your mind sharp and active? Give it a real workout with these straightforward puzzles designed to拓宽 your vocabulary as you explore everything from sea creatures and pets to architecture and air travel. Solutions included. 106 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**7855851 Extra Large Print Word Search.** Ed. by Will Shortz. LARGE PRINT ED. Power up your brain with 120 New York Times crosswords, each presented across two full pages. Each great Will Shortz puzzle includes brain teasers in all levels of difficulty. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99. **SOLD OUT**

**7830610 The New York Times Large-Print Spring for the Crossword Puzzles.** Ed. by Will Shortz. LARGE PRINT ED. With all levels of difficulty included and 150 large print-easy to read puzzles, this’s plenty of room for room Uncle John’s crosswords. Solutions included. St. Martin’s. 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**


**Trivia & Imponderables**

**7858360 Merriam-Webster’s Crossword Puzzle Dictionary, Fourth Edition.** Ed. by Mark Steven. Includes more than 20,000 new words, 30,000 puzzle clues and answer words, and arranged alphabetically by number of letters. 1061 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**


**7854327 Bible Quiz Show: An A-to-Z Trivia Challenge.** By Paul Kent. This 300-quiz set provides more than 5000 total questions to challenge and entertain you for hours. Features four quizzes of five questions each and a system for keeping track of your answers, and a Bonus Question with each quiz to potentially double your score! Solutions included. 269 pages. Harcourt. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **SOLD OUT**

**7821458 Extra Large Print Edition.** By Edward R. Hamilton Bookseller. LIKE US ON FACEBOOK.COM/EDWARDRHAMILTONBOOKSELLER

**7854321 The Trivia Lover’s Guide to Everything In the WORLD.** By Gary Fuller. Uses geographic trivia questions as a springboard to learning about nontrivial aspects of our globe. Fuller delineates geography as the study today’s globe generation to truly get to know their world. Illus. most in color. 205 pages. Rowan & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **SOLD OUT**

**7870889 Ultimate Book of Trivia.** By Scott McNeel. Dive into this collection for brain-teasing and brain-boosting bits and things you didn’t know you didn’t know. There is something for everyone and every occasion, from Herbert Hoover’s pet alligators to a recorded boat of hiccups. 350 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

**787812X Sh*t for Brains.** Trivia You Can’t Unknow. By Hartbreaken, Inc. The ultimate wild ride of truth— from hilarious pop culture factoids to little-known insights from history, this twisted collection of trivia will make you laugh, cry, and maybe even cringe. 210 pages. Tanner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. **SOLD OUT**


**7718810 Escape the Ordinary: Ripley’s Believe it or Not! Text by Geoff Tibballs. Transports readers of all ages to a world of things that are stranger than fiction! Every turn of the page reveals new—and all-true stories from around the globe. Color photos. 256 pages. Ripley Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95. **SOLD OUT**

**7804058 Bluffer’s Guide to Rock: Instant Wit and Wisdom.** By Eamonn Forde. Instantly acquire all the knowledge you need to pass as an expert in the world of rock music! Sharp and absurdly funny, this work provides trivia for the uninitiated who’s struggle to read regular print. The words and letters are in a giant sized font, so they are extremely easy to read. Solutions included. 120 pages. St. Martin’s. 8/1x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. **SOLD OUT**


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller

---

**LARGE PRINT EDITION.**
HUMOR

7762282 STONED BEYOND BELIEF. By Action Bronson with R. Walston. A trippy and hedonistic expedition as well as an entertainingly valuable resource for weed enthusiasts. A must-get for people who love Bronson's music and wish to experience the world as Bronson would. 224 pages, illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

7790139 FATHER-ISH: Laugh-Out-Loud Tales from a Dad Trying Not to Ruin His Kids’ Lives. By Scott Edwards. This highly reliable collection gets to the heart of parenting: all those unexpected fails, awkward conversations, and well-intentioned little white lies. With each story you’ll learn another way you might have erred again that maverick parents don’t aren’t rules when it comes to parenting, and all you can do is try your best. 271 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95.

7776785 OLD AGE AIN’T FOR WIMPS: Comedic Laments About Aging with a little bit of philosophy, a lot of rationality and a huge amount of humor. And the laughs will probably release enough oxytocin, a hormone that promotes bonding, to help you connect better with those you love. 271 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

780170X ARE YOU A MISERABLE OLD BASTARD? Quips, Quotes, and Tales from the Eternally Pessimistic. By A. John & S. Blake. A sharp, funny, and honest collection of real life stories and unflattering truth for anyone who might see their life in this century, in which all of the important questions are asked. How do I talk to my kids about drugs if I do them, too? What are the ethics of generosity in a relationship? How much is too much to spend on sneakers? And more. 201 pages. Random House. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.

7854546 LIVE WIRE: Long-Winded Short Stories. By Kelly Ripa. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A sharp, funny, and honest collection of real life stories and unflattering truth for anyone who might see their life in this century, in which all of the important questions are asked. How do I talk to my kids about drugs if I do them, too? What are the ethics of generosity in a relationship? How much is too much to spend on sneakers? And more. 201 pages. Random House. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99.

787124X THE VERY HUNGRY PREGNANT LADY. By Emille Sanchez-Voyer, illus. by G. McElwain. From the light of the neon, a very hungry pregnant lady starts to look for some food. As the night wears on and she samples and snacks her way through the pantry, her body prepares for a big and beautiful transformation. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.


778085X 100 PLACES TO SEE AFTER YOU DIE: A Travel Guide to the Afterlife. An entertaining travel guide to the afterlife, exploring to die for destinations from literature, mythology, pop culture, and more. Fun, and irreverent, this lighthearted memento mori will help you cross off your own bucket list for after you’ve kicked the bucket. 291 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95.

7770278 POO KNEW? Everything You Could Ever Want to Know About Poop. By E. P. Worthington. After digesting this collection of over 100 fascinating facts, you’ll never look at poop in the same way again. When a dog needs to go, we will align itself with the north–south axis of the Earth’s magnetic poles; a human produces about two pounds of the good stuff every single day, and more. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95.


2903564 WASHING WITHOUT CHEMICALS: Bob’s Basics. By Bob Flowerdew. No matter what sort of weed is plaguing your garden, Bob Flowerdew has a chemical-free way to keep it under control. From knowing your soil type, the finer points of pruning and propagation, and seeds versus seedlings, to the thorny problems of dealing with chronic diseases, this practical guide will help you in all places, and more. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Pyramide. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95.

7846665 THE LITTLE BOOK OF CROPS IN SMALL SPOTS. By Jane Moore. No matter how small your yard or garden, you can still grow your own food and vegetables is the perfect project for newbie gardeners. With the right information, growing fresh produce is within the reach of anyone. This guide is packed with important advice for planning and creating productive gardens for all sizes, locations, and conditions. From choosing your crops to planting, growing, and harvesting, this practical guide will help your crops to grow and thrive. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Quadrille. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95.
**Specialty Gardening**


**5861536** PSYCOLOGY MUSHROOM BIBLE, by Alana K. Mandala. Explains how to build a safe, discreet, and effective psilocybin growing operation that will provide you with an endless supply of mushrooms in a short amount of time. Everything you need to know is in this guide to start operations from scratch, or vastly improve your home psilocybin garden. Fully illus. in color. 358 pages. Green Candy. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. **$29.95**

**4849884** HOME HYDROPHONICS: Small-Space DIY Growing Systems, by Tyler Baran. Hydroponic growing is about to get a facelift. DIY hydroponic designs found here are as attractive as they are productive. They fit perfectly into your living space, regardless of whether home is a flat in the city, a corner lot in suburbia, or a small house. Included are easy-to-follow plans, techniques for seeding and growing plants. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages, Cool Springs Press. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. **$21.95**

**7803451** CANNABIS GROWING GUIDE: The Art of Cultivating Marijuana for Superior Yield and Quality, by B. Haze. With thorough explanations of the foundations of growing and over 100 helpful images and diagrams, this is the essential beginner-friendly guide you need to learn how to grow cannabis outdoors and get the best buds possible. 144 pages. Green Candy. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00. **$16.95**


**4743897** THE AMBONese HERBAL, VOLUME TWO, by Georgies Everhardus Rumphius. 660 pages. Yale. Pub. at $95.00. **$11.95**

**4820878** HOW TO CREATE A WILDLIFE POND: Plan, Dig, and Enjoy a Natural Pond in Your Own Back Garden, by Kate Bradbury. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**7868405** HOUSEPLANTS: A Guide to Choosing and Caring for Indoor Plants, by Lisa Eldred Steinkopf. Contains everything you need to know about growing a variety of healthy, plants, including profiles of 150 of the most popular houseplants; guides for light levels and selecting the right potting mix; bloom period and mature height and much more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

**7879555** NEVER PUT A CATCUS IN THE BATHROOM, by Emily L. Hay Hirst. Fully of tips for plant care and propagation, and more than 70 plant recommendations, this book is the guide you need to choose the right plants for your space. Gives you the tools and confidence you need to turn your home into the natural sanctuary you've always dreamed of. Well illus. in color. At $17.99. **$5.95**

**7840307** PROPAGATE: How to Regrow Houseplants, by P. Anderson & R. Dale. Discover the joyfull world of plant propagation in this fascinating, step by step guide. Explore 20 different regrowing projects, from monsteria deliciosa, fiddle-leaf fig and African violet, as well as outdoor treasures like fragrant lavender and tasty tomatoes. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.00. **$21.95**

**979025** THE YEAR-ROUND SOLAR GREENHOUSE: How to Design and Build a Net-Zero Energy Greenhouse, by Lindsey Schiller with M. Pline. A one-stop comprehensive guide to designing and building a greenhouse that harness and store energy from the sun to create naturally heated, lush growing environments even in the depths of winter. Possibilities and small-scale gardening. Well illus., in color. 307 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub at $34.99. **$21.95**

**7778929** BEGINNER’S HOUSEPLANT GARDEN, Top 40 Choices for Houseplant Success & Happiness, by Jade Murray. An invaluable resource to learn everything you need to know about choosing, caring for, propagating, and enjoying 40 of the most common and beautiful houseplants. Join Murray as she offers expert tips and tricks on how to make your space come alive! Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. **$9.95**

**7790850** YEAR-ROUND INDOOR SALAD GARDENING: How to Grow Nutrient-Dense, Soil-Sprouted Greens in Less Than 10 Days, by Peter Burke. Did you know that you can grow all the fresh greens you need throughout the entire year with no lights, no pumps, no greenhouse, and little more than a cupboad and a window? Here, a former farmer provides the fun, productive world of indoor gardening. Well illus. 192 pages, Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$24.95**


**782730X** SEEING SEEDS: A Journey into the World of Seedheads, Pods, and Fruit, by Flickr Chace, photos by R. Lewis. What is a seed, really? How does it all work? The answers to these questions and many more can be found in this volume. Stunning photographs and lively, informative text brings the world of beauty and fascinating information that will forever change the way you look at these small miracles of nature. 284 pages. Timber. 8x10/4. Paperback. Pub at $29.95. **$19.95**

**7871220** FLOWERS AND THEIR MEANING: The Secret Language and History of over 600 Blooms, by Karen A. Zazouladou. Step into the long-lost world of florigraphy—a furtive, fancy language rooted in Turkish tradition that captivated Victorian-era Europe and continues to romance us today. Each of the blooms, herbs, trees, and plants in this flower dictionary are linked to symbols drawn from ancient mythologies, foreign languages, global traditions, and folklore. Well illus. in color. 248 pages. Clarkson-Potter. Pub. at $20.00. **$14.95**

**7701357** FOREST: Walking Among Trees, by Matt Collins, photos by R. Lewis. Celebrates the diverse ways in which trees are living things. Economically relevant and profoundly enchanting today as they ever have been. Journeying across the continents the writer and the photographer tie together both the historical context and modern day applications of some of the world’s most fascinating and iconic trees. Well illus., in color. 256 pages. Pavilion. **$7.95**

**779603X** SPRING WILDFLOWERS OF THE NORTHEAST: A Natural History, by Carol Gramlich. In-depth introduction to spring-blooming wildflowers of the northeastern U.S. and Canada. Delves into the life histories of more than 35 wildflowers and the common favorites such as bloodroot and Jack in the pulpit, to interesting, lesser-known species, including meadow and fernleaf. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. **$24.95**

**4860543** APPELLES OF NORTH AMERICA: A Celebration of Exceptional Varieties, by Tom Burford. Burford shares portraits of little known but delicious varieties from American Beauty to Yellow Bellflower, in flavors sweet to spicy, rich to subtle to grow at home, including planting and pruning, plus ways to preserve harvest through pressing, fermenting, cooking and drying. Color photos. 311 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/912
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...continue with more titles related to quilting and fabric arts.

7859198 BUTTERMILK BASIN’S PICK OF THE CROP: 18 Cotton and Wool Projects That Feel Like Fall. By Stacy West. Choose from a marvelous display, dimensional fruits and veggies to fill a harvest bowl, wall hangings to set the stage for autumn vignettes, and more. You’ll even find a Halloween or two. All of the 18 designs are perfect for home decor pieces and as gifts. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. ★★★★★ $13.95

Knitting

LIMITED QUANTITY 7860585 KNIT SHAWLS: 25 Unique & Vibrant Designs by Jacob Seltzer. A must-have collection for every knitter who loves shawls, colorful knits, or both. Lace, color-blocked textured, mitered, lace-shaped motifs, origami-inspired designs, and much more make this collection engaging for knitters of all skill levels. Complete with step by step instructions. Color photos. 104 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. ★★★★★ $9.95


7844800 KNITTED LACE: A Collection of Favorite Designs from Interweave. By Anne Merrow. This collection of knitted lace projects with instructions represents the most attractive, beautiful, and sought-after pieces featured in Interweave’s publications. With 25 knitted lace designs, from eyelet scarves to fun socks and elegant tops, it offers both contemporary and traditional projects that knitters will love. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. ★★★★★ $14.95

7864043 SOCK-YARN SHAWLS II: 16 Patterns for Lace Knitting. By Jen Lucas. Presents an all-new selection of striking patterns for luscious sock yarn. A feature that celebrates the overwhelming success of Sock-Yarn Shawls. Discover designs for everyone from confident beginners to advanced knitters. Patterns blocked, unblocked, and small & large designs for large circular shawls, and many are made from a single skein. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. ★★★★★ $9.95

34

Apply

7807783 BARBARA BRACKMAN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIQUE. Offers an indispensable reference guide for quilt collectors and applique lovers. Find the perfect match either by subject (wreaths, leaves, etc.), by type of design, or by time period. Includes five applique quilt projects. Well illus. 200 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. ★★★★★ $17.95

7852728 INTERMEDIATE APPLIQUE: Create a Whimsical Quilter’s Tale. By Anne Sutton. Relax and enjoy the pleasure of applique. As you stitch each block, you’ll savor all the charm of a storybook tale. A quartet of classic, circa-1920 patterns of pumpkins, and more dot the landscape of this fanciful sampler quilt. Fully illus. in color. 36 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. ★★★★★ $9.95

7879990 TWIGG STITCH. By Vicki Twigg. Create completely reversible knits and discover this new type of color knitting with this guide. Worked by knitting two yarns at the same time, Twigg stitch can be learned by anyone with basic knitting skills. Beautiful, and sought-after swirl motifs, and shawls. Complete instructions and directions for basic Twigg knitting round out the volume. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Interweave. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99. ★★★★★ $6.95

7835485 EASY KNIT MITTENS. By Carri Hammett. Learn the basics and create six knitted mitten styles that suit just about anyone. Designed with beginners in mind, these stylish, traditional projects have helpful introductions, sizing information, and step by step photos. 32 pages. Quarto. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. ★★★★★ $4.95

Stackpole. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. ★★★★★ $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/912
Knitting


★9091507 52 WEEKS OF SOCKS: Beautiful Patterns for Year-Round Knitting. By Laine. Easy to follow patterns using different yarns and techniques, including challenging projects with stunning stitch definition and classic slippers for beginners. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Hardie Grant. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.99. $27.95

★7461705 3 SKEINS OR LESS: Modern Baby Knits. By Sarah-Jane Hicks. There are 20 stunning flowers to choose from, including a sunshine-yellow sunflower, the classic rose, a dainty daisy, a sweet snowdrop and the bumblebee’s favorite: lavender. Once you’ve crocheted your blooms, use them to embellish clothing and accessories, or even turn them into a floral wreath and fairy garlands! Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Pub. at $11.95. $8.95

★787629 AMIGURUME PETS: Make Cute Crochet Animals. By Allison Hoffman. Crocheting adorable mini replicas of pets is so much fun, especially with lots of opportunities to customize. Just mix and match features like heads and ears to create delightful reproductions of your dog and cat in yarn. There are simple projects that can be easily adapted to make your very own fantasy or small pets. Fully illus. in color. 166 pages. Lark. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $17.95

★7874266 CROCHET 101: Essential Skills. By Vanessa Mooncie. Accessories include a fanatical dove, a bumble-bee, a wild strawberry, a dainty daisy, snowdrop and the bumble-bee’s favorite: lavender. Once you’ve crocheted your blooms, use them to embellish clothing and accessories, or even turn them into a floral wreath and fairy garlands! Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Pub. at $11.95. $8.95


Crochet

★7857422 THE SEWING MACHINE ACCESSORY BIBLE. By W. Gardner & L. Wright. Whether you’re a beginner or have been sewing for years, this guide is packed with all the information you need to get the most out of your sewing machine, simply by changing the feet. Find out exactly everything you need to know about feet attachments, saving tricks, decorative effects, and more. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99. $17.95

★808773 YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEW YOUR OWN DRESSES BY THE END OF THIS BOOK. By Juliet Uzor. All the information you need to start sewing your own clothes, with all the essential tools, stitches and techniques clearly explained. Then 15 easy-to-follow projects, with all patterns included, allow you to build your skills and confidence. Color photos with illus. 160 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

7806668 DRESSMAKING: 200 Q&A. By Mary McCartney. Offers answers for a wide variety of dressmaking questions. Color photos help explain specific techniques and effects. Charts cover measurements and fitting; cutting out fabric; hand sewing; sewing pleats, collars and sleeves; and much more. 224 pages. Barron’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99. $5.95

Sewing

★6855105 COMPLETE CROCHET GUIDE. The Ultimate Reference Guide. By Shannon & Jason Mulliet-Bowlsby. Whether you’re a beginner or experienced stitcher looking to advance to the next level, this comprehensive guide will become your ultimate reference for crochet. Fulll of step-by-step photography throughout for an easy to follow and fun learning experience, it is your go to source for everything crochet. Well illus. in color. 335 pages. Quarto. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95
786685 THE EMBROIDERED GARDEN: Stitching Through the Seasons of a Flower Garden by Kazuko Aoki. From the roses and wildflowers that appear each season to the bees and butterflies that enjoy their nectar, the 40 embroidery motifs here explore the essence of the garden through the year. Presents stitched seasonal wreaths, butterfly brooches, garden-themed notebook covers, bulb-shaped pincushions, and pouces decorated with the birds of spring. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Roost. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

786722 STITCHED SO SWEET: Whimsical Embroidery, Patchwork, and Appliqué. By Tracy Zoaza. Simple stitching is always in season! Create mix and match seasonal pillows, framed embroidery, and needle books, or make a four-season quilt, table topper, or wall hanging that can be enjoyed year-round. Perfect for decorating and gift-giving. Color photos. 64 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

787396 FREESTYLE EMBROIDERY ON WOOL. By Karin Derland. Learn how to work with colors, shapes, and composition. You’ll find practical sections about a variety of stitches and stitch combinations, how to use templates, and how to work with appliqué. Gain inspiration from a treasure trove of ideas that you can use to create your own patterns. Includes ready to use pattern templates for each featured project. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Landauer Books. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

789549 SNOW HAPPY: Whimsical Embroidery Designs to Mix and Match. By Robin Kingsley. These whimsical hand-embroidery projects feature winter’s most charismatic characters, snowmen! Easy, portable projects make great gifts and festive holiday decorations, including a table runner, pillow, ornaments, and more. Color photos. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

785201 CHRISTMAS PATCHWORK LOVES EMBROIDERY: Hand Stitches, Holiday Projects. By Gall Pan. Pan explains it all, which needs to do, how to choose thread, how to mark the designs on fabric, how to make each stitch, and more. Featuring 17 merry designs to decorate gift tags, pillows, wall hangings, Christmas stockings, table runners, a bag, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99


7825137 BARGHELLO: 17 Modern Needlepoint Projects You’ll Adore & Your Home. By Nerissa Pratt. Master the art of modern needlepoint and learn how to create stylish housewares and accessories for your home. Starting with the basics, Pratt introduces you to this iconic stitch with a contemporary twist. Your confidence will grow with each project as you build up to creating your own designs. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Quadrille. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

7800967 HOW TO CROSS-STITCH: Make Time for Yourself. By Sian Hamilton. Easy to learn and with soothing, repetitive stitches, cross-stitch can reduce stress and boost your mood. With clear step by step instructions and beautiful color photographs of the finished projects, this reference is both practical and inspirational. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

7859239 CROSS-STITCH CHRISTMAS STITCHERY. By Susan Ache. Original cross-stitch designs for two dozen 4” x 10” mini stockings. Combine decorative linen cuffs with whimsical cotton prints to make little stockings you can hang everywhere. Designs deliver until the big day arrives. Includes 24 patterns, full-size stitching pattern, and step by step assembly instructions. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

7856008 THE BOOK OF CROSS STITCH: An Essential Guide. By Durene Jones. Covers all aspects of the craft from a brief history through materials and tools and introduces stitches and techniques used to create your own chart all straightforwardly explained. Also includes a selection of projects for various abilities, that grow in complexity as you work through color. 160 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

7856016 CROSS STITCH FLORAL DREAMS: Over 200 Floral Cross Stitch Motifs. By Durene Jones. From borders to small motifs, these original floral designs are created in both traditional and modern styles, this inspiring guide features designs that would be suitable for any number of home crafting projects, from greeting cards and tags to be combined into beautiful framed displays. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Tuva. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

7848765 YOU WILL BE ABLE TO MACRAME BY THE END OF THIS BOOK. By Tiffany Allen. Master the craft of macrame with comprehensive and visual instruction. Illustrated step by step instructions demonstrate all the knots and techniques, while easy to customize projects allow you to practice your skills and build your confidence. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

7795718 VICTORY GIRLS: Patriotic Quilts and Rugs of WWII. By P. Minnick & L. Simpson. In this collection inspired by the history that surrounds us, the home front during World War II, you’ll find instructions for three pieced and applique quilts, designs to embellish a Land of the Free banner, and basic rug hooking instructions and designs for four new primitive rugs. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

Activities for Kids
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**LEtTED QUANTITY 7883374 BIG STICKERS FOR LITTLE HANDS: Unicorns, Mermaids, and Ballerinas. Illus. by L. Ede & D. Machell. Chase rainbows with unicorns, swim with mermaids, bake tasty treats with princesses, and, oh yes, there’s a conversation with the little ones. Find the perfect big sticker to complete each page, and then use your best pencils to finish the activities. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Make Believe Ideas. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7883064 BUNNICORN AND FRIENDS ACTIVITY BOOK. Illus. by Scott Barker. Join Bunicorn and her friends in this sweet volume, packed with magical gizmos and activities to excite young imaginations! Includes goopy-eye stickers and delightful card press-outs to make. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Mike Warren. $4.95**

**HUGE SAVINGS!**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7825398 BUG BOOK FOR KIDS: Coloring Fun and Awesome Facts. By Katie Henries-Meisner. Meet 25 weird and wonderful backyard bugs! Provides young children with exciting facts about these creepy-crawly creatures and hours of coloring fun. Along with 50 illustrations designed for little hands, kids will love coloring the bonus trading cards and sharing them with friends and family. Ages 3-7. Zeitgeist. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7825408 SPIDERS: Deluxe Book and 3D Wood Model. By Ruth Pepper Brown. Learn all about the spider’s anatomy, history, and the wide range of species—and get the chance to build a customizable 3D wood model of the infamous black widow spider. Includes sheet, illustrated instructions. Requires no glue or tools. Ages 8 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD, CONTAINS SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. 32 pages. IncrediBuilds. Pub. at $8.95. $5.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7849047 LOOKING FOR LLAMAS: A Seek-and-Find Adventure. Seek out six lovable llamas and their cacti buddies in this fun scene, bonus greater material to spot. But beware—they’re really good at hiding. Solutions included. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. BuzzPop. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $4.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7856819 ROSE OR THE NUMBERS. By Robbi Pearlman. This miniature boxed set includes 3 pre-printed canvases with numbered sections, 7 paint pots, paint brush, mini easel, full color paint-out sheet, brushes, and a 32 page illustrated booklet. Ages 7 & up. 32 pages. Running Press. 2¼x3¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7869820 DRAW A REINDEER AND OTHER CHRISTMAS CREATURES WITH SIMPLE SHAPES IN 5 STEPS. By Lulu Mayo. Using simple shapes and five easy to follow steps, drawing has never been more fun. From Santa to Santa’s sleigh to a stylish snowman and an ice-skating reindeer, there are 30 characters to complete. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Andrews McMeel. 7¾x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95. $2.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 787542 GREAT AMAZON & RAINFOREST COLORING BOOK. Featuring 40 line art designs of aloes, poisonous frogs, ananas, toucans, gorillas, and more—each with their own fascinating of capturing fantastic fun facts to read as you color. Also included are dozens of bonus stickers of each featured animal. Ages 4-8. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7874149 EVERYTHING MYTHOLOGY: National Geographic Kids. By Luke Hoena with A. Mayor. Ride Pegasus the flying horse to the Greek gods’ home of Olympus, or fight alongside the mighty Viking gods. Discover the stories of monsters and magical creatures and then test your myth smarts to see what you learned. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. National Geographic. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $6.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7871623 WHERE’S WALDO? Destination—Everywhere! By Martin Handford. Join Waldo on a trip around the world as he revisits his favorite destinations. Each scene in this volume has a terrific mix of fresh puzzles and games to delight both classic Waldo fans and a new generation of explorers. Ages 5-9. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. 11½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7805179 JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS: 8 Year Olds. Compiled by Amanda Learmonth. Laugh your socks off with over 300 hilarious jokes that every 8-year-old needs to know. Packed full of silly jokes and silly cartoons, grab this and get gagging! Ages 8 & up. 128 pages. Buster Books. Paperbound. $5.95**


**LEtTED QUANTITY 1918788 DINOSAURS: Easy and Fun Paint Magic with Water. Within these playful illustrations, the colors are hidden beneath the surface. All you need is a paintbrush and a little water to make the colors magically appear right before your eyes! And when the primary colors mix together, it’s even more awesome! Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Happy Fox. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95. $4.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 785658X MY VERY FIRST EASTER PLAYTIME: Activity Book with Stickers. By Lois Rock, illus. by A. Ayliffe. Happy Easter! This bright and beautiful work is packed with fun things to keep young children busy as they play and learn. And there are loads of stickers too! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Lion Hudson. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95. $3.95**


**LEtTED QUANTITY 7795726 DINOSAURS: Watch Me Read and Draw. By Samantha Chagollan, illus. by M. Cerato. Learn how to draw a Protoceratops, Stegosaurus and a Tyrannosaurus rex with these simple steps all while reading the story too! Includes a flip-out drawing pad and plenty of stickers to take the story even more interactive. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Walter Foster. $8.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7852102 PROJECT EARTH. By Camilla de la Bedoyere. Discover our special planet Earth in a combination of super cool facts and hands-on projects. With lift-up flaps, fold-out pages, and fun activities, be prepared to be amazed by planet Earth! Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Miles Kelly. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 785294 PROJECT BUGS. By Camilla de la Bedoyere. Take a closer look at the wonderful world of bugs with this combination of super cool facts and hands-on projects. With lift-up flaps, fold-out pages, and fun activities, discover an amazing mini-world! Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Miles Kelly. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7850500 SUPER SLIME! Make the Perfect Slime Every Time with 30 Fantastic Recipes. By Susan Akass. Dip into this delightful mix of 30 glorious homemade slime recipes—it’s time to have some stretchy, squelchy fun. There’s plenty to choose from, including fluffy and crunchy slime, colorful magnetic slime, and much more. Ages 5-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95**

**LEtTED QUANTITY 7795398 EASY HIDDEN PICTURES FOR KIDS. By Wendy Persall. This is a shape-hunting treasure trove that is simple but fun, designed specifically to prevent eye strain for younger children. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. 90 pages. Mango. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99. $4.95**
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**7786712 UNPLUGGED PLAY-GRADE SCHOOL: 216 Activities & Games for Ages 5-18. By Bobbi Connor. From Draw Me a Story, Spillin’ the Beans to Monkeyshines, here are more than 200 screen-free games and activities to help kids play, learn, and experience the old-fashioned way. Ages 5-10. Color illus. 224 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95.**


**7734581 MY FIRST CHRISTMAS TREASURY. Celebrate the magic of Christmas with this delightfully illustrated holiday treasury. This collection of stories, poems, and songs is perfect for sharing with the entire family. Ages 1-3. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95.**

**7795278 SENSATIONAL SNOW DAY PUZZLES FOR KIDS: Chill Out with Frosty Facts, Festive Crafts, and Lots of Surprises! By Vicki Whiting, Illus. by J. Schinkel. Bundle up and have a blast solving tons of awesome winter-themed puzzles and activities! In word games, you’ll love challenging yourself with these brilliant brain games! Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Happy Fox. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95.**

**7744297 RIDICULOUS RIDDLES FOR KIDS: Mysterious Clues, and Brain Teasers to Unravel and Solve! By Vicki Whiting, Illus. by J. Schinkel. Keep kids engaged, playing, and thinking all day long! With hundreds of challenging fact, monster, mystery, myth, or spooky story. Also included are bonus stickers, plus a super cool pull out poster! Use your imagination and creativity as you bring each character to life! Ages 5-12. Design Originals. 8½x11” Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.**

**7785695 CAPTAIN LUCY THINGS TO DO IN A NIGHT COLORING BOOK. Packed with 36 detailed drawings of skullies, zombies, vampires, ghosts, witches, the Grim Reaper, and more! Each picture is accompanied by an interesting fact, monster, mystery, or spooky story. Also included are bonus stickers, plus a super cool pull out poster! Use your imagination and creativity as you bring each character to life! Ages 8-12. Design Originals. 8½x11” Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95.**

**7785951 THE STAR WARS COOKBOOK: BB-Ate. By Lara Starr. Awaken your inner Force with 29 breakfast recipes. Fuel up with Han Solo’s laser gun breakfast, battle hunger with Admiral Ackbar, and so much more! Easy to make, mouthwatering recipes feature characters and scenes from the BB Force Awakens and The Last Jedi. All in color. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99. $11.95.**

**7851359 ASTRO BOY STICKER ADVENTURES: The Movie. By Sophie Kelly. Join Astro Boy as he blasts off into action in this super cool activity adventure featuring all your favorite characters! With over 250 full-color stickers and 16 pages of fun-filled activities, you, too, can feel like a hero! Ages 3 & up. Parent and child interaction. 8½x11” Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95.**

**7785875 EXCELLENT ENGINEERING: 35 Amazing Constructions You Can Build at Home. By Rob Beattie, Illus. S. Peet. Smartphone boombox, supersonic straw, and a bouncing bridge—just some of the 35 super fun projects inside! Prepare to be amazed by structural, mechanical, and electrical engineering! Experiment at home with everyday bits and pieces. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. G&B Publishing. 8½x11”. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95.**

**7795554 ON THE PLANE ACTIVITY BOOK. Includes Puzzles, Mazes, & a Map of the World. By Heather Alexander. Traveling can be a bit dull, unless you have this guide bursting with activities. Spot the destinations! 144 pages. What to do the passengers or giving the baby? 8½x11” Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $6.95.**


**771677X ERIN’S BIG BOOK OF POP OUT BOXES: 30 Boxes to Pop & Fold, Collect or Give. By Erin McMorris. Will have kids designing their very own boxes in no time. Fully illus. in color. Features fun, current designs and are easy to assemble, providing hours of fun for kids and their friends. Includes instructions that walk kids through each project, plus a process that prompts them to design their own patterns on the boxes featuring blank sides. Ages 8-10. C&T. 8½x11” Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.**

**7795394 HOW TO DRAW DINOSAURS: Step-by-Step Instructions for Prehistoric Creatures. By Shelcy Shelly. Simple instructions make it easy to draw these fascinating beasts. Just start with basic shapes and follow the examples. Ages 6-8. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11” Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95.**
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★ 770390 MUD KITCHEN CRAFTS: 60 Awesome Ideas for Epic Outdoor Play. By Sophie Pickles. Steer your little ones away from their screens and into the outdoors with projects designed to spark their insight, dexterity and imagination: you’ll find many rainy day crafts that are on-hand or easily obtainable, you’ll help your kids explore concepts like environmentalism, culinary science, creativity, math and more. Ages 2-7. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $14.99. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

★ 778292 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS COLOR BY STICKER. By Mike Berenstain. Bring your favorite Bear Country characters to life with these sticker masterpieces! Challenge children to use the same stickers over and over to create your own pictures of the Berenstain Bears and their friends! And after all the sticker fun, be sure to enjoy the challenging fun sticker maze, and more! Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

★ 7874154 THE 2024 HIGHLIGHTS ALMANAC OF FUN. By Amie Jane Leavitt et al. With over 300 pages of Highlights and activities, this work will inspire fans to make the most of every day up to August 31, 2024. Includes over 300 pages of events and activities to help you get home safely, draw your own Chibi characters, and a whole lot more! Also includes notebook pages. Ages 6-8. WARNING: SHARP POINTS HAZARD. A well-designed, uniquely designed color activity book with a functional sharp point. Not for children under 4 years old. Fully illus. in color. Scholastic. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

★ 7824475 THE PRINCESS CRAFT BOOK: 15 Things a Princess Can’t Do Without. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Becoming a princess has never been easier! Cut, stick, paint, and take your way into a mini monarch’s world, from the skirt, gloves, and crown that she wears to the cake she eats. Includes clear step by step instructions and over 300 stickers to let readers bring home all the action and adventure from the film. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $9.95

★ 7730898 THE SUPER DUPER JOKES BOOK, VOLUME 1. Get ready to bust out your best humor with this side-splitting joke book packed with more than 300 jokes, puns, and wisecracking wordplay perfect to liven up any conversation. For children of all ages. Illus. 168 pages. Appleseeds. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

★ 7889615 LEGO NINJAGO CHARACTER COLLECTION. By S. Hugo & C. Sipi. Learn how to build all of your favorite Ninjago characters using this collection. Includes Teen Wu. 64 pages. Ages 6 & up. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $5.99

★ 786372X AMAZING EARTH: Oceans. By Nancy Dickinson, illus. by P. Davis. Build models of amazing sea creatures—from the mighty whale shark to the tiny jellyfish. Parents will love to see the incredible variety of life beneath the waves, includes five easy to build models. Ages 8-12. Illus. in color. Silver Dolphin. 9x11¼. Pub. at $16.95. Price cut to $8.65

★ 7783931 CASTLE POINT: HIGHLIGHTS PRESENTS DESPICABLE ME 3: The Deluxe Coloring Book. Join Gru, Lucy, the girls, and the Minions on a journey through the fun world of Despicable Me. Illustrations include amusing scenes, mischievous character art, and complex patterns inspired by the film; includes several colored pages in the back for inspiration. Ages 7 & up. Insight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. PRICE CUT to $5.95

★ 7771347 HIGHLIGHTS HIDDEN PICTURES PLAYTIME STICKER BOOK. Can you find the slice of pizza on the merry-go-round? Spot the brush in the happy painting of the caterpillar at the birthday party? Includes more than 50 Hidden Pictures puzzles and 280 stickers. Ages 3-6. Fully illus., some color. 96 pages. Highlights Media. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95. PRICE CUT to $5.55

★ 7772187 MAGICAL FAIRY ARTISTRY BOOK. Illus. by San Loma. Packed with puzzles featuring your fairy friends, including moths, spots the differences, wordsearches, and more. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcum. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. PRICE CUT to $5.55


★ 7811455 KAWAII CUTIES SCRATCH & SKETCH. By Becky Herrick, illus. by J. Ho. Chock full of adorable sticker off patterns to reveal what the Kawii cuties are having at a picnic. With over 300 stickers, they help you get home safely, draw your own Chibi characters, and a whole lot more! Also includes notebook pages. Ages 6-8. WARNING: SHARP POINTS HAZARD. A well-designed, uniquely designed color activity book with a functional sharp point. Not for children under 4 years old. Fully illus. in color. Scholastic. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

★ 7795656 ULTIMATE SLIME. By Alyssa Jagan. Start with some basic recipes, then supercharge your slime with color and scent to turn your DIY slime into a circus slime or confetti slime. Offers more than 100 recipes and projects. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Quarto. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

★ 7795785 YOU CAN DRAW MANGA CHIBIS. By S. Whitten & J. Lee. See what makes a character a chibi, learn how to chibi-ify anything and everything, and see examples of chibis in many poses. All you need is a pencil, pen, markers and paper. Templates can be copied and used over. Ages 6 & up. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

★ 7795777 YOU CAN DRAW MANGA CHIBI CHARACTERS, CRITTERS & SCENES. By S. Whitten & J. Lee. See what makes a character a chibi, learn how to chibi-ify anything, and see examples of chibis in many poses. All you need is a pencil, pen, markers and paper. Templates can be copied and used over. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99


4581079 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY: Celebrated Characters Collection. Fully illus. 143 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
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1944606 I CAN MAKE THAT! Fantastic Crafts for Kids! By Mary Wallace. 152 pages. Owlkids. 8x10¾%7C. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
SOLD OUT
7724314 THE ANIMAL ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: How to Provi for an Owl, Make Snail Slime, and Catch a Frog Bare-Handed. By Susie Spiolko. Fully illus., in color. 126 pages. roofs. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
8429042 THE DANGEROUS BOOK FOR BOYS. By Hal advert and All brown. Work recaptures Sunday afternoons, stimulates curiosity, and makes for great father-son activities. This is a wonderful collection of all things that boys care about at heart fun: building go-carts and electromagnets, identifying insects and spiders, and flying the world’s best paper airplanes. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Happy Fox. 8x10¾%7C. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99
8191485 GIANT SEEK, FIND, AND COLOR ACTIVITY BOOK. Kids will love scouring each of the 92 vibrant scenes to look for and count hundreds of hidden objects. Also includes 1000 stickers plus fun facts to read and learn. Solutions included. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. 185 pages. Happy Fox. 8x10¾%7C. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
SOLD OUT
787605X 5,000 AWESOME FACTS (ABOUT EVERYTHING) 3. By Julie Beer et al. Features gross facts on all kinds of edible insects, gravity-defying facts about things that fly, awesome new dino-discoveries, and even facts about famous comedians. Ever wonder about the size of a newton octopus? Find out the answer and more in this captivating and colorful collection. Ages 8-12. 224 pages. National Geographic. 9¾x12%1. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
4987475 RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! Dare to Look! Text by Geoff Tibbals. The latest in the Ripley’s Believe It or Not! annual series. It offers up the world of weird in an all-new collection of unbelievable stories from across the globe. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Ripley Publishing. 9¾x12%1. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.75
SOLD OUT
77213X8 MY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK ABOUT BUGS. By Bonnie Hader, illus. By E. Jayne. Some cool and creepy—some fly and flutter—they’re bugs! This simple yet informative work introduces a variety of bugs to preschoolers. They’ll love the cool facts about ants, spiders, butterflies, beetles, stick bugs, honey bees, praying mantises, and many more! Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden. $4.95
7739621 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS FAITHFUL CUBS: 3 Books in 1. By Stan Berenstain et al. In this collection featuring the Berenstain children, readers learn about biblical values, responsibility, and how to be respectful and kind to others. Includes The Berenstain Bears Do Their Best; The Berenstain Bears Love God’s Creation; and The Berenstain Bears Learn to Share. Ages 4-8. Fully illus., in color. Zonderkidz. Pub. at $12.99
SOLD OUT
7712131 BIBLE STORIES OF BOYS AND GIRLS. By Christin Ditchfield, illus. By J. Simath. A fun, easy-to-use guide to David belligerent Goliath with his sling shot, to Miriam, who watched over her baby brother, Moses, this Little Golden Book has exciting Bible stories about kids not different to the young readers enjoying the stories. Ages 3-7. Fully illus., in color. Golden. $4.95
7712428 PRAYERS FOR CHILDREN. Illus. By Eloise Wilkin. This treasured classic is filled with carefully selected, beautiful prayers, flanked by watercolor illustrations that sooth the page, or inspire quiet contemplation. Ages 3-7. Golden. $4.95
SOLD OUT
1913704 EASTER TREASURY: The Berenstain Bears. By Jan & Mike Berenstain. This collection of four stories will provide children with the Biblical values, morals, and life lessons of the beloved Bear family. Join in the Easter fun and celebrate with Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister, and Honey Bear! Includes bonus activities and stickers. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Zonderkidz. Pub. at $12.99
7839065 ER VETS: Life in an Animal Emergency Room. By Donna M. Jackson. Twenty four hours a day, emergency-room veterinarians try to heal little and large creatures we consider part of our families. Filled with behind the scenes color photos, this title captures the drama, excitement, and courage of being an ER vet. Ages 8-12. 92 pages. Clarion. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
7860137 EASTER TREASURY: The Berenstain Bears. By Jan & Mike Berenstain. This collection of four stories will provide children with the Biblical values, morals, and life lessons of the beloved Bear family. Join in the Easter fun and celebrate with Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister, and Honey Bear! Includes bonus activities and stickers. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Zonderkidz. Pub. at $12.99
7872888 THE BIG BOOK OF BIG QUESTIONS FOR KIDS. By Tracey Sumner. This beautifully designed and illustrated work covers the entire Bible: Genesis to Revelation. Each page features a ‘block’ of four related questions, which work together to give you through the entire Bible in a fresh way. Ages 8-12. 256 pages. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
9115617
Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Fashion & Costume

4814711 FASHION: The Definitive Visual Guide. Ed. by Anna Fischer et al. From simple to sophisticated, elegant to excessive, what we wear says who we are. This is the definitive visual guide to everything ever worn. From the extravagance of Ancient Egypt, through the legendary houses of Chanel and Dior, to the latest cutting-edge creations of designers such as Erdem Moralioglu and Alexander Wang. Fully illus. in color. 480 pages. 10"x12"x2". Publisher at $50.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95


★ 7731477 DIANA: A Life in Dresses. By Claudia Joseph. Chronicles Diana’s style evolution from the days she shopped with her mother for her wedding trousseau at Harrods, to dresses. Her relationship with Vogue fashion director Anna Harvey provided her access to designers such as Walker, Azagury and Versace. Color photos. 224 pages. ACC. 9½x12". Publisher at $55.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95.


Ceramics & Pottery

7850701 THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO WHEEL THROWING. By Julia Claire Weber. You’ll find tutorials to develop the skills you need to make your first pottery masterpiece! Learn basic techniques like trimming and handles, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. Pub. at $22.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

7720467 CERAMICS: The Indispensable Guide. By D. Hooson & A. Quinn. This comprehensive and ambitious work is packed with information and techniques that ceramists brings together a vast range of skills, techniques and technical data in one volume to provide an essential tool. 28 resource lists for students and professionals. Color photos. 320 pages.


★ 785661X PROFESSIONAL PAINTED FINISHES. By Ina Brosseau, Marx et al. Complete guide to the art and business of decorative painting; glazing, marbling, and graining. Great for anyone—whether professional or aspiring—to achieve consistently excellent results in creating beautiful painted finishes. Illus. in color. 282 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11.”

Decorative Painting

785661X PROFESSIONAL PAINTED FINISHES. By Ina Brosseau, Marx et al. Complete guide to the art and business of decorative painting; glazing, marbling, and graining. Great for anyone—whether professional or aspiring—to achieve consistently excellent results in creating beautiful painted finishes. Illus. in color. 282 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11.”

Metal Crafts

788253X MAD ABOUT METAL: More Than 50 Embossed Craft Projects for Your Home. By Monica Fischer et al. Learn new techniques and supporting mediums, as well as how to use the tools and familiarize yourself with several techniques, all of which can be applied in more than fifty decorative and functional items. Magnificent photos of the finished projects will inspire you, while step-by-step instructions will guide you. 127 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback at $14.95.

★ 775557X THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO BLACKSMITHING: The Complete Guide to the Basic Tools and Techniques for the Beginning Metal Worker. By Lorelei S. Sims. Introduces you to everything you need to know from the tools and basic techniques to a variety of different approaches to this old-school trade. Whether your interest is practical or artistic, you will find all the instruction you need to be successful in this essential reference. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. Paperback at $14.99. ★ 7778945 HOME WORKSHOP BLACKSMITHING FOR BEGINNERS: How-to Techniques and Projects. By Andrew Pearce. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

Papercrafts

7866962 STICKY KITTY: Create a Miniature World of Supercute Paper Cats! By Killigrah. The Internet has decided: Cats are the best thing ever. And now, with this guide you can populate the world around you with tiny plastic or actual papercraft kitty prods—all cut out of Post-it notes. Includes templates for easy to assemble paper doraamas. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages.
Recipe Collections


7737582 THE COOK BOOK IN SUPPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS FOR PEOPLE & PLANET. By Kitchen Connection. Color photos, 224 pages. $8.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**


LOW FAT & HEALTHY COOKING

7852088 101 INCREDIBLE GLUTEN-FREE RECIPES: All Recipes Are Dairy-Free! By Jennifer Bigler. With recipes like Tamari Almond Flour Cookies, Vegan Lemon Bars, and more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**


7888097 INCREDIBLE SUGAR-FREE BAKES. By Caroline Griffiths. With recipes like Matcha Cake Pops, Banana Bread, and more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

7856707 THE 30 MINUTE DIABETES COOKBOOK: Eat to Beat Diabetes with 100 Easy Low-Carb Recipes. By Katie & Giancarlo Caldesi. Suitable for the whole family, this book is perfect for anyone looking to reduce their sugar intake. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

7871400 INTERMITTENT Fasting ACTION PLAN: A Step-by-Step Guide to Lose Weight, Eat Healthy and Feel Better. By Jennifer Bigler. Includes over 100 recipes for foods that help you stay on track and 125 recipes for foods that support intermittent fasting. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

7761848 COCONUT OIL: Nature’s Perfect Ingredient. By Lucy Bee. Packed with an amazing range of health-boosting facts, this work includes over 100 recipes and ideas for: smoothies, snacks, brunches, light meals; hearty dinners; sweet indulgences, and more. It can also be used as a natural beauty aid, helping to make your skin and hair glow. Discover the full potential of coconut oil. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Quadrille. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. **$9.95**

777252X EVERYDAY POULTRY. By Gail Blakely & D. Segrave-Daly. Whole foods, healthy ingredients, and incredible flavors, all made easier than ever and ready in around 30 minutes or less. With recipes like Roasted Chicken with Honey-Pecan Greens, Green Goddess Watermelon Salad, Fig-Prosciutto Focaccia; and Greek Zucchini Nachos you’ll embark on a healthy way of eating that’s easy to follow. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Harvest. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. **$9.95**

7791186 NUT BUTTER: Over 50 Simple and Clean Recipes to Fuel a Healthy Lifestyle. By C. Césaró & J. Sullivan. A comprehensive guide to making a variety of delicious nut butters at home, as well as incorporating nut butters into your life in a healthy way. Recipes include Makhmara (Walnut Butter), Cinnamon-Dulce de Leche; Cinnamon Butter; and a state of ketosis. With recipes such as Blackened Tilapia, Cilantro Lime Yogurt Soup, and more. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95. **$14.95**

7815492 EAT SKINNY, BE SKINNY: Delicious Recipes Under 300 Calories. By Claire Gallam. A full range of recipes—from breakfast, lunch, and dinner, to snacks, cocktails, and even dessert–each of which includes nutritional information and a calorie count to help make weight management easier. Every recipe comes with easy to follow step by step instructions.“. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Shilyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **$9.95**

785737X EAT YOUR HEART OUT: All-Fun, No-Fuss Food to Celebrate Eating Clean. By Daphne Oz. A complete guide to delicious recipes that have helped millions lose weight while never disappo...
Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

**4909569 VEGAN, AT TIMES: 120+ Recipes for Every Day or Very So Often.** By Jessica Seinfeld with S. Guestenberry. Color photos. 238 pages. ABC-Clio. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**1969825 INSTANT POT MIRACLE.** Home cooks everywhere are raving about the efficiency, convenience, and affordability of the instant Pot. **Includes 175 quick, easy, delicious, and nutritious recipes.** By Anne Schkolne. Features 10 to 15 recipes that are easy to make, minimal effort, and can either feed a couple or a big crowd. This collection of crock pot recipes is the perfect companion for any occasion! Fulllly illus. in color. 304 pages. *HMH. $19.95***

**1969826 VEGAN CASHEW KITCHEN: THE ULTIMATE COOKBOOK: Whole Food Flavorful Meals Made Simple.** By Rebecca White. Dinner doesn't have to be complicated or time-consuming with this author's nourishing and exciting meals. **Features 80 new, low-fat recipes and 101 nourishing solutions already found in your pantry. With one-pot, sheet pan, and slow-cooked recipes.** Shown here how to make simple stapes into standout dishes. In color. 151 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **$5.95***

**5999760 101 ONE-DISH DINNERS: Hearty Recipes for the Dutch Oven, Skillet & Casserole Pan.** By Andrea Cjensen. **Features 175 easy, delicious one-pot solutions to getting a homemade supper on the table without all the fuss.** From Mac 'n Cheese to Thai Beef Noodle Salad to Slowfood Paella, Chesterman gives familiar comfort foods a makeover and spices up her recipes with flavors from around the world. Color photos. 192 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$5.95***


**7950925 THE ULTIMATE INSTANT POT PRESSURE COOKER COOKBOOK: 200 Easy Foolproof Recipes.** By Elle Sanders. Offering 200 quick and easy to follow recipes, this cookbook will bring delicious family recipes to your table in a fraction of the time. The no-fuss settings on the Instant Pot and other multi-cookers mean all you have to do is put in your ingredients and let the Instant Pot do the work. In color. 268 pages. Ballentine. Pub. at $32.00. **$19.95***


**4953393 RUSTIC FARMHOUSE SLOW COOK: 75 Hands-Off Recipes for Hearty, Homestyle Meals.** By Cathie LaMarche. These family-friendly dishes are easy to prepare in the slow-cooker and range from savory poultry dishes to warming soups and stews to delicious breakfasts and desserts. Includes options like: *The Easiest Ever Beef Brisket; Creamy Summer Vegetarian Soup; and Garlic-Butter Steak*. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. **$14.95***

**7782623 NO-THAW PALEO COUNTRY IN YOUR INSTANT POT: Fast, Flavorful Meals Straight from the Freezer.** By Karen S. Lee. Create 75 mouthwatering Paleo recipes that come together in your instant Pot in minutes, right from the freezer, so busy families can get amazing, healthy meals on the table without wasting time defrosting, cooking, prepping sides or cleaning up. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**1955330 THE HERBALIST’S HEALING KITCHEN.** By Devon Young. Gives you all the know how you need to transform affordable foods and common herbs into meals that improve your overall health. Try Slow Cooker Fennel Soup with Thyme, Lemon curry, Roasted Asparagus, Mixed Berry Gateau with Grilled Peaches, and Spiced Apple Pie. Nourishing recipes that heal ailments, boost energy and fortify your immune system, Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **$17.95***

**7856563 COOK IT SLOW, COOK IT FAST: More Than 150 Easy Recipes for Your Slow Cooker and Pressure Cooker.** By Mr. Food Test Kitchen. At the Mr. Food Test Kitchen, we understand that your days are busy and gettting a delicious meal on the table can be a challenge. With this volume you can make meals fast or slow with items found at your local grocery story that taste delicious. From appetizers to desserts, you can make it all. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Cipgo. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95***

**7894511 INSTANT POT MIRACLE 6 INGREDIENTS OR LESS.** By Ivy Manning. Formerly about loading up the cart with a long list of special ingredients! Think Again! *100+ recipes that can be completed in six ingredients or less*. Recipes include easy meaty roasts and brises, soups and stews, breakfasts, desserts, as well as traditional grain dishes like Pav Bhaji and Vegetable Momos. Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **$16.95***

**779962X VEGETARIAN INDIAN COOKING WITH YOUR INSTANT POT.** By Mitali S. D. This is a must-have for the popular blog Cook with Manali that shares her secrets to making your favorite traditional Indian dishes faster and healthier in your instant Pot or other multifunction cooker. Classic classics like Matar Malai, Chana Masala, as well as traditional street foods like Pav Bhaji and Vegetable Momos. Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **$17.95***


**7744005 FIX IT AND FORGET IT BEST SLOW COOKER CHICKEN RECIPES.** By Hope Combett. Whether you’re looking for a super-slim Chicken a comforting casserole, or an easier way to prepare a gourmet dish such as coq au vin, you’ll find plenty of options here. Includes over 100 delicious and nutritious recipes; those made with 10 or fewer ingredients; Casserole; Soups, Stews and Chilies; and a whole section just for wings! Well illus. in color. 330 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$6.95***

**1946876 THE I LOVE MY AIR FRYER AFFORDABLE MEALS RECIPE BOOK.** By Aileen Clark. Cooking with an air fryer is an effective way to make healthier meals without sacrificing flavor. With 175 family-friendly, main-dish recipes, this is a must-have for air fryer owners who are looking to cut costs and want fast, easy meals with fresh and simple ingredients. Fulllly illus. in color. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95***

**7851277 INCREDIBLE ONE-POT COOKING: Easy, Delicious Recipes for Exciting Meals—Without the Mess.** By Mary Shafer. *A collection of comforting recipes that miraculously come together in just one pot, pan, or baking dish. With most recipes taking 30 minutes or less, this is a one-pot kitching cookbook that is an absolute breeze. Discover recipes like: Peach and Ginger Barbecue Pulled Pork; Chipotle Mac Tortilla Pie; Supreme Nacho Soup; and more. Well illus., in color. 144 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **$7.95***

---
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Indonesian Chicken Wings; Cajun Fried Shrimp; Sweet Potato Fries or Spicy Chicken-Fried Steak a try! Color photos.

1992287 THE ALL-AMERICAN ROTISSERIE CHICKEN DINNER: Quick & Easy Recipes to Dress Up Your Store-Bought Bird. By Hope Comerford. Grab a rotisserie chicken and make delicious soups, casseroles, salads, and more. Whether you need an easy family dinner, need to pack for work, or a quick dish to bring to a gathering, rotisserie chicken has got your back! Try Buffalo Chicken Dip; Chicken and Quinoa Veggie Bowl; or Coconut Channa. 166 pages. Good Cook. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

7802447 ONE TIN BAKES EASY: Foolproof Cakes, Traybakes, Bars and Bites, Bake Free. By Karo Borman. One tin, 70 bakes—whether you want cookies or cakes, pastries or desserts, something fruity, chocolatey or nutty, baking just got even easier. Kimberly also offers guidance for scaling down to make half and quarter-sized bakes. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Kyle Books. Pub. at $22.99

7800958 HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING FAST, REVISED: Great Food in 30 Minutes or Less. By Mark Bittman. The secret to cooking fast is cooking smart—choosing and preparing ingredients that make the most of your time and working to maximize efficiency. prep while you cook. Recipes include: Chickpea Hash with Tahini Sauce; Provençal Chicken; Cool Peanut Noodles with Flax Seed; and more. Well illus. in color. 534 pages. Harvest. Pub. at $34.99

SOLD OUT

7883822 HOW TO DRESS AN EGG: Surprising and Simple Ways to Cook Dinner. By N. Baldwin & P. Kaminsky. By showcasing one ingredient per method, Baldwin and Kaminsky introduce cooks who will ever need to prepare endless pleasurable meals. Each dish is elaborated on in different ways to expand the technique into an entire meal. These recipes are jumping-off points for endless creativity. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Harvest. Pub. at $30.00

720912 HOW TO BOIL WATER: Life Beyond Takeout. By Food Network. Packed with simple, practical advice about shopping, stocking a pantry, and customizing the recipes to your tastes. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.95

7804477 5 INGREDIENT DINNERS. By Lisa Childs. A must-have for Instant Pot fans who want to cut down on waste, minimize leftovers, and eat varied meals. Dig into these 175 easy and delicious recipes that include Cheesy Lasagna Soup; Strawberry Barbecue Chicken Salad; and Quinoa, Beef, and Bean Lettuce Wraps. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $16.99

SOLD OUT

7793205 THE DRUNKEN DRUNKEN. By Milton Crawford. Whether you’re enjoying a quiet pint of ale at your local bar or doing tequila shots at two A.M., there’s one thing a drink always leads to: hunger. Or doing tequila shots at two A.M., there’s one thing a drink always leads to: hunger. Whether you need a drink and soft, you need to go. A perfect entree on! Fully illus. in color. 448 pages. Trusted Media Brands. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

1995105 THE ULTIMATE ONE-PAN OVEN COOKBOOK. By Julia Kostovska. Grab your sheet pan, baking sheet, Dutch oven, or roasting pan and you’re halfway to dinner, even on a busy day. 224 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.99

7837433 MAKE THIS TONIGHT: Recipes to Get Dinner on the Table. By Taste Lab. Inspired by the hit show, these meals are simple to learn, but beautiful to behold. Try Curry-Butter Roast Chicken; Sausage and Spinach Stuffed Pasta Shells; Football Ham and Cheese Sliders; and more. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $27.00

786729X AMAZING MEXICAN CHICKEN & CHILES IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS. By E. Sunwell-Vidaurri & R. Vidaurri. Enjoy the flavors of Mexico at home with minimal effort and time by harnessing the power of your Instant Pot. Recipes range from the most popular Mexican dishes the quick and easy way. Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

200+ Quick and Simple Recipes. For busy cooks of entrees, each of which call for just five items or less. Each dish is elaborated on in different ways to expand the technique into an entire meal. These recipes are jumping-off points for endless creativity. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Harvest. Pub. at $30.00


7776004 6-MINUTE DISHES AND MORE! 100 Super Simple Dishes with 6 Minutes of Prep and 6 Ingredients or Less. By Karen Novinmokhash. This collection calls for just one or two simple, whole food ingredients and five minutes to prepare, but still pack a flavor punch that will have everyone asking for seconds. Give Crispy Wings; Cajun Fried Shrimp; Sweet Potato Fries or Spicy Chicken-Fried Steak a try! Color photos. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.95

778967 COMFORT: Food to Soothe the Soul. By John White. Comfort food is enjoying a renaissance as people start to shy away from eliminating diets and “clean eating” and instead focus on nourishing homemade meals. Celebrates the simple pleasure of cooking and eating without feeling guilty. The chapters are divided by comfort cravings. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $29.99

793106 AIR FRYER REVOLUTION: 100 Crispy, Healthy, Fast & Fresh Recipes. By Urvashi Pitre. Almost all the recipes included in this fun collection cook in less than 20 minutes and many take just minutes, even under ten minutes to prepare, but still pack flavor punch that will have everyone asking for seconds. Give Crispy Wings; Cajun Fried Shrimp; Sweet Potato Fries or Spicy Chicken-Fried Steak a try! Color pages. 198 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

1988514 TASTE OF HOME QUICK COOKING ANNUAL RECIPES 2022. Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. You’ll find the ideal recipes for almost any craving or occasion: satisfying, delicious meals on your own timeline. Comforting casseroles you can pop into the oven on short notice, 5-minute meals on the table in under ten minutes in the morning and then simmer all day, ultra quick meals that you’ll have on the table in under 30 minutes, and more. Color photos. 304 pages. RDA Enthusiast. 8/1/21. Pub. at $24.99

2017161 THE ULTIMATE AIR FRYER OVEN COOKBOOK. Ed. by Mark Bittman. The secret to cooking fast is cooking smart—choosing and preparing ingredients that make the most of your time and working to maximize efficiency. prep while you cook. Recipes include: Chickpea Hash with Tahini Sauce; Provençal Chicken; Cool Peanut Noodles with Flax Seed; and more. Well illus. in color. 534 pages. Harvest. Pub. at $34.99
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## Notable Chefs & Celebrities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chef/Author</th>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etain Eats</td>
<td><strong>The Good Reverend’s Guide to Infused Spirits, Vol. IV.</strong></td>
<td>Insight Editions</td>
<td>8¼x10¼</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Evan &amp; Ashley Rodriguez: The Martini: Perfection in a Glass.</strong></td>
<td>Running Press</td>
<td>300 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Shane &amp; Alex Rodriquez: The Martini: Perfection in a Glass.</strong></td>
<td>Running Press</td>
<td>300 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Pete Johnson: A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine.</strong></td>
<td>Running Press</td>
<td>300 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Ivan Ribeiro: All Along the Watchtower: Beer Recipes from Around the World.</strong></td>
<td>Running Press</td>
<td>200 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Edward R. Hamilton: The United States of Beer: A True Tale of Beer Conquered America, from B.C. to Budweiser and Beyond.</strong></td>
<td>Running Press</td>
<td>368 pages</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Appetizers & Snacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SNACKS FOR DINNER: Small Bites, Full Plates, Can’t Lose.</strong></td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BREW IT YOURSELF: Make Your Own Beer, Hard cider &amp; Other Concoctions.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE UNOFFICIAL HARRY POTTER COOKBOOK.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE MARTINI: Perfection in a Glass.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE ESSENTIAL WINE BOOK: A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Restaurants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restaurant</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Eitan Eats: The World - A Cookbook.</strong></td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Delicious Ways to Savor the Best of Every Season.</strong></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>诊疗的饮食：100 Great Soups on the Planet: Every Savory Soup, Siew, Chilow and Chawer You Could Ever Crave.</strong></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>The United States of Beer: A True Tale of Beer Conquered America, from B.C. to Budweiser and Beyond.</strong></td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Holidays & Entertaining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holiday</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SNACKS FOR DINNER: Small Bites, Full Plates, Can’t Lose.</strong></td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BREW IT YOURSELF: Make Your Own Beer, Hard cider &amp; Other Concoctions.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE UNOFFICIAL HARRY POTTER COOKBOOK.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE MARTINI: Perfection in a Glass.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE ESSENTIAL WINE BOOK: A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Baking & Confections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baking</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE MARTINI: Perfection in a Glass.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE ESSENTIAL WINE BOOK: A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>The United States of Beer: A True Tale of Beer Conquered America, from B.C. to Budweiser and Beyond.</strong></td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Wine & Spirits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wine</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE MARTINI: Perfection in a Glass.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE ESSENTIAL WINE BOOK: A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>The United States of Beer: A True Tale of Beer Conquered America, from B.C. to Budweiser and Beyond.</strong></td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Out of Print

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE MARTINI: Perfection in a Glass.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>THE ESSENTIAL WINE BOOK: A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine.</strong></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>The United States of Beer: A True Tale of Beer Conquered America, from B.C. to Budweiser and Beyond.</strong></td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**BREWS FROM SCRATCH:** Slow Down, Make Beer.
By J ames Morton. Well illus., in color . 176 pages. Quadrille. 8¼x10. Pub. at $18.00

**BREWING WITH HEMP:** The Essential Guide.

**HOLY WATERS:** Searching for the Sacred in a Sustainable Practice.
By Lance Bombardier. Inclu de s the tricks, tips and knowledge and all-new recipes, this covers same-day loaves, overnight cold-proof doughs, and classic levains. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Ten Speed: 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $9.95

**7761076 **THE “I LOVE COOKIES” RECIPE BOOK.
By Jacqueyn Parkers. Nothing beats fresh baked cookies right out of the oven. In this collection you’ll find 100 cookie recipes, including both classic and unique favorites such as Double Chocolate Chip Cookies; Lemon Brownies; Blueberry Rolls; Skillet Bread; Homemade Pizza; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 116 pages. Skyhorse: Pub. at $14.99 .

**7842517 **CHERYL DAY’S TREASURY OF BAKING.
With its wide range of recipes, this volume is like having generations of Southern bakers standing over your shoulder, showing you just how to cream butter and sugar, fold whipped egg whites into batter, adjust for the temperature and humidity in your kitchen, and master those glorious pie crusts. Color photos. 400 pages. Artisan: 8⅝x11⅝. Pub. at $12.95

**7841930 **SAVORY BAKING: Recipes for Breakfast, Dinner, and Everything in Between.
By Erin Jeanne McDowell. Not only are each of the more than 125 recipes intensively crave-able for anytime of day or night, but they also offer inventive variations for endless flexible and out of the box customizations, plus sweet tooth breaks through for those who can’t shake the sugar. Color photos. 374 pages. Harvest: 7⅞x10½. Pub. at $40.00

**7838735 **JUSTICE OF THE PIES:
Sweet and Savory Pies, Quiches, and Tarts on Remarkable Stories from Exceptional People. By Maya-Camille Broussard. Includes perfected classics like Bourbon Pecan Pie, twists on old favorites, such as Lavender Blueberry Pie, and even a spectacular Peanut Butter and Jelly Pie. Also covers savory bakes, whoopie pies, and essential toppings and sides. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Clarkson Potter: 8⅝x10⅞. Pub. at $17.95

**7846851 **BAGELS, SCHMEARS, AND A NIC E P I E CE OF F ISH: A Whole Brunch of Recipes to Make at Home.
By Cathy Barrow. Bake fresh bagels in your own kitchen with just five base ingredients and techniques. With advice on mixing the dough, shaping the bagels, proofing, boiling, baking, slicing, and storing, Recipes include: The New York Bagel; The Pumpernickel; The Rugelach Cheese, Kippered, or Hot-Smoked Salmon; and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Chronicle: Pub. at $24.95

**7785887 **NEW WORLD SOURDOUGH: Artisan Techniques for the Home-Baked Fermented Breads.
By Bryan Ford. Learn to bake delicious, inventive sourdough breads at home. Includes step by step instructions and excellent advice on developing flavor as well as your own instincts. 160 pages. Quarry: 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.99
Desserts

785765 DESSERT BOARDS. By Kellie Heinrein. Kerry’s perfect for dessert time, but for snacking any day of night or day, for parties and celebrations; for visits from family or friends; and for sharing or gift giving. The easy to make boards are fun & friendly, each is once-tasting to behold and scrumptiously tasty. Well illus. in color. 144 pages.

781682 CLEAN DESSERTS: Delicious No-Bake, Vegan & Gluten-Free Cookies, Bars, Balls, and More. By Karinelli Tillman. Uses real foods ingredients like nuts, seeds, nut butters, and dates to whip up guilt-free, bars, balls, and dates to whip up guilt-free, cookies, bars, balls, and more. Award-winning, each is once-tasting to behold and scrumptiously tasty. Well illus. in color. 144 pages.

780251X RUSTIC FRUIT DESSERTS: Deliciously Comforting Recipes from Cobbler to Pies. Compiled by Alice Samuelson. Combined, step by step instructions and illustrations to create your own combination. Well illus. in color. 268 pages.

7831412 COCOA BOMBS: Over 40 Make-at-Home Recipes for Explosively Fun Hot Chocolate Drinks. By Eric Torres-Garcia. These hot cocoa bombs are easy to make with a cup of warm milk, while magically releasing mini marshmallows into your drink. Gives you step by step instructions and method for both assembling the bomb and assembling bombs, as well as amazing ideas for decoration and gift packaging. Well illus., in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $14.99


7881029 MONSTER SHAKES. By Vicki Valimaki. Fifty over the top and out of this world recipes for taking your shake to the extreme. In the no rules and no limits to topping your monster: cupcakes, waffles, donuts, cookies, popsicles and brownies are all fair game, finished off with piles of candy, lashings of frosting and whipped cream, and sticky, gooey, goodie. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Smith Street. Pub. at $19.99


785224X PLANET CAKE LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP: Celebration Cakes for Special Occasions. By Paris Guter. Putting time, thought and energy into creating a unique cake for a loved one, is an unbeatable way to show you care. Techniques and tips for 30 cake decorating projects, and clear step by step instructions demystify the process of cakes that are sure to be the highlight of any special occasion. Color photos. 6 ⅛x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

7867970X EASY NO-CHURN ICE CREAM: The ‘No Equipment Necessary’ Guide to Standout Homemade Ice Cream. By Heather Templeton. All you have to do is combine easy to find ingredients, pour them into a pan, then freeze and enjoy. Learn how to recreate your favorite ice cream classics, from Creamy Vanilla and Rich Chocolate to Bold Coffee and Nostalgic Cookies and Cream. Color photos. 151 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99
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Seasonings & Condiments

774343 THE COOK’S HERB GARDEN: Grow, Harvest, Cook. By J. Cox & M.P. Moine. Presents a philosophy of cooking with herbs, more than 120 culinary herbs with notes on flavor, best growing conditions, and how to use in the kitchen. More than 60 recipes include flavored butters, oils, vinegars, rubs and marinades, and salads and dressings. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $18.00

$7.95

1990411 THE SALT BOOK: Your Guide to Salting Wisely and Well, with Recipes. By Fritz Gubler et al. From making the perfect steak, to seasoning the perfect steak, from specially flavored salts to salted ice cream, the recipes and techniques in this collection range from the familiar to the unexpected. They will enable you to tackle some of the fundamentals of salting—curing, pickling, and preserving, as well as pairing the right salt with the right dish. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Whitecap. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$8.95

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95

Beverages

7868375 ENERGIZING SUPERFOOD JUICES AND SMOOTHIES: Nutrient-Dense, Seasonal Recipes to Jump-Start Your Health. By Shauna R. Marin. Jump-start your body with superfoods in the form of juices, smoothies, and meals, with vegetables and fruits selected to coincide with fresh, delicious, seasonal produce. With over 40 unique and delicious combinations, these yummy green juices and smoothies can be made right in your own kitchen, anytime you want. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

7876920 HEALTHY SMOOTHIES: 60 Energizing Blender Drinks & More! By Good Housekeeping. Includes 60 delicious and nourishing blender recipes, like Strawberry-Chia Smoothie—a fruity blend with healthy chia seeds and—Spicy Green Smoothie with jalapeno chiles, avocado and kale. Or try the terrific teas, fizzy concoctions and even soups! Well illus. Hearst. Pub. at $16.95

$9.96

$9.96


$9.96
### Seasonings & Condiments

**7731175 WILDCRAFTED VINEGARS.** By Pascal Baudart. Exploring acetic and fermenters, their wide array of uses, and the dishes you can enhance with them. Baudart delves deeply into the natural world for wild-gathered ingredients: herbs, fruits, berries, roots, mushrooms, wood, bark, and leaves to play their part in creating distinctive, gourmet-quality vinegars. Color photos. 280 pages. Chelsea Green. Preorder. Pub. at $34.95

**4907399 BERRIES, REVISED.** By Roger Yepsen. Yepsen offers advice on finding and identifying berries, growing your own, and preserving from your berry harvest. Over 100 mouthwatering recipes are included such as Blueberry Buckle, Black Currant Crepes, Raspberry Soup, Elderberry Fritters, and more. Complemented by full-color photographs of each dish. The recipes are geared for busy cooks who enjoy great tastes. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**7819676 STRAWBERRIES: 50 Tried & True Recipes.** By Corinne Platzer. Strawberries are one of the world’s most popular fruits. Create delectable desserts and other dishes with this strawberry-themed guide. Over 50 recipes are complemented by full-color photographs of each dish. All the strawberries you need for your favorite recipes are in this book. The recipes are geared for busy cooks who enjoy great tastes. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**4907399 BERRIES, REVISED.** By Roger Yepsen. Yepsen offers advice on finding and identifying berries, growing your own, and preserving from your berry harvest. Over 100 mouthwatering recipes are included such as Blueberry Buckle, Black Currant Crepes, Raspberry Soup, Elderberry Fritters, and more. Complemented by full-color photographs of each dish. The recipes are geared for busy cooks who enjoy great tastes. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

### Canning & Preserving

**3805700 CAN IT & FERMENT IT: More Than 75 Satisfying Small-Batch Canning and Fermentation Recipes for the Whole Year.** By Stephanie Thuro. With more than 75 fun and easy recipes for every season, readers will learn how to preserve each fruit or vegetable in two different ways: each can be enjoyed water bath-canned or as a fermented, probiotic-rich ferment. Recipes in this helpful guide include Strawberry Chutney, the Perfect Garlic Dill Pickle, and more. Well illus. in color. 183 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99

**7800944 FRUIT: Recipes That Celebrate Nature.** By Bernadette Wondol. Through 120 beautifully crafted recipes, this volume shows you how to celebrate fruit in your everyday cooking—whether the dishes are sweet or savory. Recipes include: Cherry Clafoutis; Elderberry Capers, Peaches with Burrata, Mint and Bread Chips; Roast Chicken with Green Beans and Pomegranate. 240 pages. Smith Street. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $40.00


### Fruits & Cooking


**782950 COCONUT: How the Shy Fruit Shaped Our World.** By Robin Laurance. At a time when coconut products crowd the shelves of supermarkets, health food shops and beauty salons, the author looks beyond the oils and health drinks to uncover the unexpected, often surprising, and vital roles played by the coconut palm and its nut in times past and present. 16 pages of color photos. 224 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11. Pub. at $11.95

**7847142 MIDWEST PIE: Recipes That Shaped a Region.** Ed. by Meredith Pangrace. Pie has a rich history in the American Midwest. From “desperation pies” of the Great Depression, to lunch pastries that Midwest miners eat on their way to work, to “head lights”, to retro favorites of the fifties and sixties, this work covers it all. Includes 50 recipes. Illus. 141 pages. Belt Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

**777335 ROOT TO BLOOM: A Modern Guide to Whole Plant Use.** By M. Fenestraz & S. Ros. Through the exploration of food history that is as old as humanity, and an overview of key products, this work immerses us in a world of unexpected flavors and textures. Collects 300+ recipes that take us beyond the vegetables on our plate to discover the rich flavors offered by fermentation. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Firefly. 9½x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

**7805321 THE SECRET HISTORY OF FOOD: Strange but True Stories About the Origins of Everything We Eat.** By Matt Siegel. A rich and rewarding book that goes far beyond the table. The author explores the cultural, scientific, sexual, and, yes, culinary subcultures of this most essential reality. Funny and fascinating, this title is essential reading for all cuisines. 270 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**7842142 MIDWEST PIE: Recipes That Shaped a Region.** Ed. by Meredith Pangrace. Pie has a rich history in the American Midwest. From “desperation pies” of the Great Depression, to lunch pastries that Midwest miners eat on their way to work, to “head lights”, to retro favorites of the fifties and sixties, this work covers it all. Includes 50 recipes. Illus. 141 pages. Belt Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

**781719 THE INDUSTRIAL DIET: The Degradation of Food and the Struggle for Health.** By Andrew W. Thomas. Chronicles the forces that have transformed our natural resources into an industry that produces edible commodities, an industry that far too often subverts our well-being instead of nourishing us. Winson looks at the role of technology, population growth, and political and economic factors in the constitution, transformation, and destruction of diet. 340 pages. NYUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**7824262 FERMENTATION: History, Uses and Recipes.** By M. Fenestraz & S. Ros. Through the exploration of food history that is as old as humanity, and an overview of key products, this work immerses us in a world of unexpected flavors and textures. Collects 300+ recipes that take us beyond the vegetables on our plate to discover the rich flavors offered by fermentation. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Firefly. 9½x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

### Food & Foodlore


**4855000 SUNDAY DINNERS: Food, Family, and Faith from Our Favorite Pastors.** By Diane Cowen. Pastors share not only their family traditions and stories, but also offer their members a meal together. A powerful look at the public and private lives of ministers and their families. Includes recipes, nutrition tips and growing advice. A compelling handbook that will change the way you think about edible plants. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $29.99


**4915763 APPLE: Recipes from the Orchard to the Table.** Rich. The ultimate guide to cooking with apples, from savory entrées to light salads to decadent desserts. Over 90 recipes, including Goat Cheese, Apple and Bacon Salad, and Apple Crisp. Includes Cider Brandy Sauce; Maple and Apple Upside Down Cake; and even drinks such as Cider Sangria and Apple BlossomInfusion. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $29.99

**7827814 APPLE KITCHEN: From Tree to Table over 70 Inspiring Recipes.** By Madeleine & Florian Anker. Delve into this collection of more than 70 mouthwatering recipes that celebrate this fruity favorite, the apple. From delicious recipes for appetizers and snacks, main courses, desserts, and drinks that showcase the remarkable versatility of this noblest of fruits. Color photos. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**7732366 TRUFFLE HOUND: On the Trail of the World’s Most Seductive Scent, with Dreamers, Schemers, and Some Extraordinary Dogs.** By Rowan Jacobsen. The fascinating account of Jacobsen’s quest to find out why truffles turn up triple into the puddles in their presence. A journey that would lead him from Italy to Istria, Hungary, Spain, England, and North America. Mystifies truffles—and then unmystifies them. The author finds them, returning them to their roots as a sacred offering from the forest. 32 pages of color photos. 292 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00
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